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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
At a time of considerable urbanisation, questions
of climate change and social cohesion become
highly dependent on urban development being
carried out in a sustainable way. As regional engines of growth, many cities produce extensively
and are major users of resources, which results in
high levels of emissions. In addition, the unequal allocation of resources is growing rapidly
in urban areas, with segregated city districts as a
consequence. Yet cities are a place for innovations.
It is where new job opportunities are created, as
well as efficient transport solutions, energy systems, technologies for waste and water treatment
alongside urban farming and new meeting places.
The independent think tank Global Utmaning
(Global Challenge) wishes to promote the increasingly important role of cities as front runners of
a globally sustainable development. We wish to
capture various projects and systemic solutions
developed in cities in order to explore how collaboration with local business and citizens can lead
the way. As a think tank, the aim is to disseminate good practice and concrete proposals for policies. For the policy measures to be implemented
leadership is of crucial importance.
The results of the project Leadership for Sustainable Cities – Nordic Urban Ways are presented
in this report, which focus on the importance of
leadership in the urban development of Nordic
municipalities. There are several reasons why
leadership models for sustainable urban development is now being articulated in the Nordic
region. The Nordic municipalities work on the
basis of a self-governance model with few coun-

terparts elsewhere. The model is characterized by
the municipalities right to impose local taxation,
a sense of broad responsibility in both social and
technical fields with considerable competence
and a low level of corruption within management and administration. These are identified as
prerequisites for developing sustainable models
in Nordic countries and beyond.
The basis for this report is a study of a number
of Nordic cities with a particular focus on the
significance of leadership for sustainable urban
development. We assume that sustainability creates value. Leadership for sustainable cities therefore becomes a matter of creating synergies among
different dimensions of sustainability towards
a more holistic perspective and mobilising supporting forces to move in such a direction.
Sustainabilty factors such as socio-economic
well-being, safe and healthy city districts alongside with broad citizen participation produces
value on both an individual- and societal level.
In addition, aspects that traditionally are regarded
as restrictions on urban development can have an
inherent possibility to create value. To illustrate,
transport systems have the potential to liberate
urban functions and free public spaces from the
hegemony of the car and ecosystems services
can create environmental, societal and economic
values.
The conclusions from the project and underlying study are given in this report, which is launched during the third United Nations Conference
on Housing and Sustainable Urban Development,
Habitat III, in Quito, Ecuador, 17 October 2016.
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PREFACE
Global Utmaning has since the start had a focus
on urban sustainability, as we are convinced that
cities are decisive in order to achieve a sustainable future locally and globally. They can both facilitate or prevent people from living sustainable
lives. Cities have for the last decades been built in
a way that enforces car use and have developed
supply systems that require extensive resources
such as water and energy. These physical structures known as urb urgently have to change.
But cities also contain values of urban life.
They are places for everyday life, places where
people work, live and spend their leisure time.
Urban life civitas is characterised by the fact
that the city promotes a lifestyle dependent on
consumption and even greater gaps between
those who have the resources to consume and
those who have not.
Urb and civitas are inescapably interlinked and
thus have to change simultaneously. Cities have
major problems in both respects, and the Nordic
cities are no exception, even if they have come
a long way in respect to questions such as the
use of energy or heating. Nevertheless, imported
products for consumption, poor recirculation and
greater spatial and social segregation are still
issues where the current developments must take
a turn. We believe the Nordic countries and cities
have the prerequisites to lead the way, but the
first step is to put our own house in order.
In this publication we intend to highlight the
importance of municipal self-government and its
possibility to provide the particular prerequisites
needed for implementation. Each city (municipa-

lity) is responsible for its own fate but as emphasized by the 2030 Agenda and COP 21, buissnes
as usual is no longer an option for international
nor national policy development. The concept of
success lies in the movement of creating innovations and local alliances – bottom-up solutions –
in order to maintain the momentum. To keep the
driving force in individual cities in order to push
towards necessary changes in legislation and
adherence to global agreements.
This publication, therefore, has two aims: on
the one hand, to indicate that local leadership
is important in a global perspective both for the
environment and democracy. On the other hand,
to exemplify new inspiring and innovative thinking. We want to point to examples of successful
leadership and innovative solutions. What is
common for all sustainable change, is that it has
to be conducted according to longterm development principles, for which the cities’ leaders have
the ultimate responsibility.

Johan Hassel,		
Carl-Johan Engström,
CEO 			Senior Advisor
			Sustainable Cities
Global Utmaning
Stockholm, 7th July 2016
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INTRODUCTION
Our cities currently house approximately 55%
of the global population, a number that is estimated to increase to at least 70% over the next
20 years. At the same time, one in seven of the
world’s urban inhabitants live in informal slum
areas. Inequalities are growing globally, in both
poorer and richer countries.1 The Nordic countries are no exception, characterised by a high level
of urbanisation which has challenged equality
primarily in metropolitan areas. At the same time,
Nordic cities are often considered to have been
successful in the struggle against poverty and
climate change. The project Leadership for Sustainable Cities – Nordic Urban Ways has ment to
investigate this transition by presenting a selection of Nordic cities to serve as good examples
in a global context. The result is presented in this
report Nordic Urban Ways – Local leadership, governance and management for sustainable development.
Its focus is sustainable urban development at the
municipal level. The basis for the report is a study
of several Nordic cities where the significance of
leadership for sustainable urban development is
a underlying feature. In depth interviews have
been carried out with leading politicians and
senior local government officials in these cities.

Background
Global Utmaning has in previous projects
illustrated the significance of leadership for
sustainable urban development. In 2013, Global Utmaning started a collaboration with the
United Nations Human Settlements Programme,
UN-Habitat, that resulted in the study Leadership
1

for Sustainable Cities – An international outlook.
The main objective of the report was to show
how 15 cities from six different continents,
managed to form policies for sustainable urban
development through the strength of their
leadership. In this report, we aim to highlight
how the leadership and the real opportunities on
the ground interplay in finding locally relevant
solutions. We hope to inspire to a leadership approach where firstly the direction is pointed out
and, secondly results are achived.

Purpose
This report shows the result of the second phase
of the leadership project, launched in collaboration with UN-Habitat in 2015. It is a broad
venture containing several components in which
different thematic areas within sustainable urban
development have been examined. However,
the main focus has been on solutions and models developed in the Nordic cities. The aim of
the project is to demonstrate the significance of
local practice within the field of sustainable urban
development, by presenting good initiatives such
as planning strategies, systemic solutions and
models for collaboration that has evolved in a
number of Nordic cities and municipalities. The
aim is ultimately to develop a knowledge-based
hub for urban development, housing policy, infrastructure, energy and Nordic cooperation. The
ultimate goal is formulating policy suggestions
for a broader application.
To what extent general challenges are transformed into local solutions, is the key aspect in

United Nations. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. World Urbanization Prospects The 2014 Revision. ST/ESA/SER.A/366. New York. 2015.
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urban development. That is, to put local leadership in focus. The ideals for leadership is often
derived directly from the business sector. This can
implicate a focus on an individual level instead
of the organisational level; on charachteristics
instead of processes. This study highlights the fact
that the importance of leadership in sustainable
cities is extended beyond cities own decisionmaking. In a sustainable citiy there is an interface
between local leaders, business, citizens, as well
as the between levels of government. This project
from Global Utmaning aims to highlight the key
factors in such success stories that have resulted
in a vision-to-action approach, and the influence
of leadership in doing so. The key is not execution
but governance.

Target groups
The target group for the project contains actors in
society who in various ways work towards sustainable urban development, primarily politicians,
senior government officials and civil servants at
ka municipal, regional and national level but also
researchers, and representatives from private
sector and civil society. The cities that have taken
part in the study have been offered the opportunity to share their practical experience and
expertise, as well as acquiring knowledge from
dialogues in which the political representatives
have taken part together with researchers, business and civil society. In this way they have been
able to extend their networks and perspectives.
The foundation for this report is a study and
analysis of nine Nordic cities where the significance of leadership for sustainable urban
development has been in focus. 22 interviews
have been carried out with leading politicians
and senior local government officials in these
cities. Cities decision-making differ substantially between nations. In addition to the more
international approach previously developed by
Global Utmaning, this study aims to highlight the
particularities and possibility to generalise from
the Nordic region’s experience. The selection of

2

the cities was based on documented successful
work within one or several of the thematic areas
of the study. The selected cities have in one way
or another therefore proven to present interesting
examples within the realm of sustainable urban
development.

Method
The study is based on an academic approach
supported by up-to-date research with relevance to global policy on sustainable development.
However, for a think tank the starting point is
existing political frameworks at different levels.
Alongside with pragmatic research findings we
explore legitimate solutions developed together
with the private sector and civil society which
should be applicable in practice.
The qualitative open interviews have been carried out with support from an interview template
inspired by different approaches in sustainability, in which a small number of indicators imply
suitable steps from policy to realisation. The
outset has been the assessment method BREEAM
Communities2 based on five different criteria
to assess the direction of sustainability and the
role of leadership; participation, socio-economic
well-being, resources and energy, urban transport
and land use.
Alongside the material from the interviews, a
number of policy-driven roundtable discussions
were arranged “policy dialogues”, discussing the
central thematic areas of the project. The results
of these policy dialogues present the framework
for the report, with the prime purpose to identify
the challenges for Nordic urban development and
to discuss possible solutions and examples.

Breeam Communities http://www.breeam.com/communities (downloaded 1 September 2016).
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Framework
The study has been conducted in the light of the
2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, and
particularly the eleventh goal focusing on sustainable cities and communities, SDG11. This is
also the starting point of this report, which hope
to inspire in the implementation of a new urban
agenda, which in detail will address the rapid
urbanisation and the importance of cities in a
sustainble transformation.
The 2030 Agenda, adopted by the UN General
assembly in September 2015, contains 17 specific goals (sustainable development goals, SDG’s
or global goals. As the majority of the world’s
population live in cities and the urban proportion
is continuously increasing, cities are becoming
important centres from an economic, environmental and social perspective.
This makes the urban dimensions of this agenda particularly important. A majority of the goals
have urban components and concerns sustainable development in the city in either a direct or
indirect way. This is concretised, not least, in the
urban goal SDG11 – Make cities and settlements
inclusive, safe, flexible and sustainable. SDG 11

describes the cities importance to the global
transition and local climate adaptions to be met
before the year of 2030, as well as the eradication
of poverty and the ensurance of the democratic
rights in the city. The cities will have an important part in the implementation of the 2030
Agenda. The global agenda is, quite simply, local.
In line with recent global policy development,
the Kyoto protocol from 1997 was replaced at
the United Nations Climate Change Conference (COP21/CMP11) in Paris, in December 2015.
The objective to limit global warming well below
2°C in order to avoid catastrophic events, will to
a large extent depend on if the world’s cities will
manage to adapt and adjust.
The significance of both COP21 and 2030
Agenda rely heavily on the commitment that the
worlds nations demonstrate during the United
Nations Conference on Housing and Sustainable Urban Development, Habitat III. The cities
importance for a sustainable global development
will be concretised during this global United
Nations conference, through a common decision
on a new sustainable urban agenda – The New
Urban Agenda.

Sustainable Development Goal – SDG11:
By 2030 “Make cities inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable”
11.1. “By 2030 ensure access for all to adequate, safe and
affordable housing and basic services and upgrade slums.”
11.2. “By 2030 provide access to safe, affordable, accessible and sustainable transport systems for all, improving
road safety, notably by expanding public transport, with
special attention to the needs of those in vulnerable situations, women, children, persons with disabilities and older
persons.”
11.3. “By 2030 enhance inclusive and sustainable urbanization and capacity for participatory, integrated and
sustainable human settlement planning and management in
all countries.”
11.4. “By 2030 strengthen efforts to protect and safeguard
the world’s cultural and natural heritage.”
11.5. “By 2030 significantly reduce the number of deaths
and the number of people affected and substantially
decrease the direct economic losses relative to global gross
domestic product caused by disasters, including water-related disasters, with a focus on protecting the poor and people
in vulnerable situations.”

Source: United Nations, Sustainable Development Knowledge Platform

11.6. “By 2030 reduce the adverse per capita environmental impact of cities, including by paying special attention to
air quality and municipal and other waste management.”
11.7. “By 2030 provide universal access to safe, inclusive and accessible, green and public spaces, in particular
for women and children, older persons and persons with
disabilities.”
11.a. “Support positive economic, social and environmental
links between urban, peri-urban and rural areas by strengthening national and regional development planning.”
11.b. “By 2030 substantially increase the number of cities
and human settlements adopting and implementing integrated policies and plans towards inclusion, resource efficiency,
mitigation and adaptation to climate change, resilience
to disasters, and develop and implement, in line with the
Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015–2030,
holistic disaster risk management at all levels.”
11.c. “Support least developed countries, including through
financial and technical assistance, in building sustainable
and resilient buildings utilizing local materials.”
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While formulating the 2030 Agenda, COP21
and the financing for development plan in 2015,
the UN General Secretary Ban Ki-moon claimed
that “We are the first generation that can put an
end to poverty and we are the last generation
that can put an end to climate change.”3 These
agendas have since adopted been regarded as
crucial for change, in order to combate climate change and fight poverty. The fact that the
world’s rapidly growing cities generate up to 70%
of the total energy use and approximately 70% of
the total GDP, urban development will be central
for the realization of the global agendas.
UN-Habitat, which within the UN system is
responsible for sustainable urban development,
has for many years carried out research and
data-gathering in the field of urban development.
In the latest issue of the World Cities Report 2016,
UN-Habitat states the great challenges of urbanisation, but even more important emphasize the
enormous potential and capacity of cities. After
an examination of almost 300 cities, the report
exemplifies political and financial instruments as
the prerequisites for a successful urban develop-

ment. The report underlines that decentralisation
and local democracy are decisive for sustainable
urban development but that the lack of relevant
finance at a local level is often a crucial obstacle.4
The Executive Director of UN-Habitat, Dr Joan
Clos, recently said that “In the end, urban planning is not merely a technical exercise, but relies
on political leadership for implementation.”5
The point of departure for this report is that
sustainable urban development is not a question of technical solutions, but rather a matter
of whether the city leadership possesses the will
and ability to create the possibilities for sustainable development.
This report adopts a general leadership perspective, and is divided into five thematic chapters. The aim is to describe models of success
within the thematic areas identified as being
particularly important for the Nordic cities.
The chapters on housing, transport, environment,
socio-economic well-being and participation
have, to a certain extent been inspired by the
dimensions included in UN-Habitat’s City Prosperity Index (CPI).6

5 Dimensions of City Prosperity Index
1

0,8

0,6

0,4

0,2

0

Infrastructure Development Index
Equity Index
Oslo

Stockholm

Environmental Sustainability Index
Productivity Index

Copenhagen

Helsinki

Quality of Life Index

New York

Mumbai

Source: UN-Habitat, Global Urban Observatory, 2012

United Nations. ”We Are the First Generation that Can End Poverty, the Last that Can End Climate Change’, Secretary-General Stresses at University Ceremony”. Press release
SG/SM/1680028. 28 May 2015. Available: http://www.un.org/press/en/2015/sgsm16800.doc.htm, (downloaded 1 September 2016).
UN-Habitat. World Cities Report 2016. Urbanization and Development Emerging futures. HS/038/16E. 2016: p 6, p 10.
5
UN-Habitat. ”Venice ‘Architecture Biennale 2016’ endorses UN-Habitat’s Urban Planning Labs approach”. Unhabitat.org. 2016. Available: http://unhabitat.org/venice-architecture-biennale-2016-endorses-un-habitats-urban-planning-labs-approach/, (downloaded 1 September 2016).
6
UN-Habitat. Prosperity of cities. State of the the world’s cities 2012/2013. 2013.
3

4
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SDG 11.1
“By 2030 ensure access for all to adequate, safe and affordable housing and basic
services and upgrade slums.”
Photo: Caroline Wrangsten

Chapter 1.

NORDIC URBAN HOUSING
SDG 11.1 indicates the importance of housing
in order to “make cities inclusive, safe, resilient
and sustainable”. Housing has not been a top
priority for national or international development
agendas the last 20 years. One consequence is
that housing policies often have failed to promote
adequate and affordable housing, as government
efforts have focused on supporting middle class
home-ownership in the formal sector. Informal
settlements such as slums clearly reflect urban
poverty in developing countries, while poverty
in developed countries rather is manifested in

7

UN-Habitat. World Cities Report 2016. 2016: p 47.

segregation, leaving large city districts behind.
This is also the case in the Nordic countries,
and particularly in the larger cities and capitals.
A new approach would place housing at the
centre of urban policies and re-establish the
role of housing in achieving a sustainable urban
development. Housing must be integrated into
national urban policies and into strategies for
planned urbanization. At the local level, regulatory frameworks, urban planning and adequate
financing are needed.7
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Urban Agglomerations with 750,000 Inhabitants or More:
Population Size and Rate of Change (2015 reference)
Annual rate of change (%)

Share in national urban population (%)

City

1995–2015

2015

2025

Copenhagen

0,95

25,5

26,5

Helsinki

1,12

25,7

26,3

Oslo

1,51

23,8

24,2

Stockholm

1,33

17,9

18,5

Source: UN-Habitat, World Cities Report 2016, Statistical Annex

Challenges
A lack of knowledge on housing policy has proved to have disastrous consequences for building
and long-term planning in several Nordic cities.
When the dissemination of academic research
and expert reports is deficient and the information sparse, the situation is exacerbated for politicians already having difficulties in developing
and realising housing policy that stretches over
more than two electoral terms. State-run national
housing policy is rare as the responsibility in several Nordic countries lies at the municipalities.8
This leads to questions of whether the state’s lack
of involvement and the strong self-government
of the municipalities leads to an inferior national
housing policy.9
Economic stability and future prospects are
dependent on private sector being able to recruit,
on universities and colleges of high quality being
able to attract students, and on job opportunities
for those who have recently moved in, so that
they can contribute with new ideas. Large cities
like, for example Stockholm, suffer from a housing shortage which have severe effects on those
who moved there recently. If left unaddressed
this will gradually lead to a city where jobs exist,
but where there is nowhere to live. Those who are
hit by the housing crisis are also those who have
neither accommodation nor capital. The housing
market today consists to a large extent of tenant-owned apartments in a free market governed by interest and investments.10

At the same time, the number of rental
apartments with tenancy rights has declined
in more attractive areas, and the monthly rent
for subleases far exceeds what most people can
afford to pay.11 The long queues for housing lead
to consequences such as increased social and
economic segregation, as those who have waited
the longest in the queue have a better chance of
finding accommodation, and those with capital
and a place to live have the possibility of using
their apartments as an investment.
In the case of Sweden, the Swedish Constitution states that the personal welfare of the
individual shall be the fundamental aim of public
activity, in particular the general right to housing, employment and education.12 The current
housing shortage and deficient Swedish housing
policy is, therefore, currently infringing this right.
Those people who are favoured by the housing
shortage are estate agents who get paid to raise
the price of flats, property owners whose capital increases in step with a growing housing
shortage, the major producers of tenant-owned
apartments, and the banks, who benefit from the
mortgages.
In order for plans to be not only physically but
also socially, economically, and ecologically viable, urban planning has to include a discussion of
what type of settlement the citizens are in need
of. But also what type of housing they need more
of, and what is really sustainable in a longer perspective. The urban structure has such a strong

Gun-Britt Mårtensson, Policy Dialogue, 10 March 2016, Global Utmaning.
Ola Andersson, Torbjörn Einarsson, Lotta Jaensson, Mats Rönnbo, Policy Dialogue, 10 March 2016, Global Utmaning.
Ola Andersson, Policy dialogue, 10 March 2016, Global Utmaning.
11
Roger Andersson, Anna Balkfors, Gunnel Forsberg, Ann Legeby, Katarina Luhr, Policy Dialogue, 18 February 2016, Global Utmaning.
12
SFS 1974:152 Statsskickets grunder
8
9

10
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influence on segregation and integration that urban planning cannot afford to avoid discussions
about the future the citizens aspire for.13
Accordingly, large investments are required
for the larger cities to be able to build their way
out of the housing crisis. Public transport in areas
outside the city centre will have to be upgraded
and building must be carried out in a rational spirit, as during the 1950s when Sweden’s housing
ownership increased by more than a tenth over
a short period as a result of the project known as
the Million Programme. However, planning now
needs to focus on sustainability and a long-term
perspective. The construction of housing, workplaces, public spaces and an extended public
transport network will result in high costs, but
in the long term it will lead to follow-up investments promoting development.14
In the following section we show a number of
examples of how Nordic housing policies have
tried to promote a sustainable direction.

LESSONS LEARNED HOUSING
• STREAMLINE PROCESSES
• VARIETY OF HOUSING

Good practices
Lillestrøm: Transforming a town into a city
Lillestrøm, located in the municipality of Skedsmo in Norway, has for strategic reasons decided
that the head of planning is responsible for both
physical planning, relations and cooperation
with neighbouring municipalities and citizens.
The regulatory document ”Urban development
and urban strategy – the 2050 perspective” is the
urban strategy that has been produced to promote sustainable urbanisation.15 Its main feature is a
more integrated city structure as a prerequisite for
sustainable development. It has therefore been
decided to connect three smaller towns, creaTorbjörn Einarsson, Policy Dialogue, 10 March 2016, Global Utmaning.
Mats Rönnbo, Policy Dialogue, 10 March 2016, Global Utmaning.
Torhild Fagerbeek, interview, 19 April 2016, Lillestrom.
16
ibid.
17
Boye Bjerkholt, interview, 19 April 2016, Lillestrom.
13
14
15

ting a joint urban core as a well-functioning and
inclusive meeting place.
The aim of the strategy was to clarify the
choosen path for urbanisation and growth of Lillestrøm. The idea is that the regulatory document
shall function both as a source of inspiration and
as a planning tool for municipal planning. When
Lillestrøm was on the verge of becoming a city,
the leadership realised the importance of having
common goals for development so that urbanisation would not merely take place, but be planned.
The planning department produced the plan
which then acquired support among the political
leadership.
Central to the plan is growth from the inside
out, but that the urban settlement will not spread
outside the area comprised by the three smaller
communities. Natural and cultural values steer
the development so that the green areas outside
the city remains undisturbed. The idea is that the
municipality apportions services between the
localities so that a common identity is created,
but with functions that complement each other.16
The vision of Boye Bjerkholt, the Deputy
Mayor of Lillestrøm, is a sustainable city that
welcomes innovative solutions. Densification
from within, where an entire city structure is
to be transformed, is a prerequisite for being a
welcoming and mixed city – both for visitors,
workers and residents.17 The focus here is on
making good use of the old structures and at the
same time building new and functionally mixed
neighbourhoods without neglecting aesthetic
and cultural values. Buildings of up to 12 stories
are planned with the requirement of base floor at
street level always to comprise premises for services or commercial purposes. The aim is to create
an openness towards the street, and in this way
encourage a vibrant neighbourhood life. There is
a total prohibition on more cars in the city even
though the population is estimated to increase
considerably over the coming decades.
A guiding principle has been a norm about
promoting urban spaces in key areas in the
municipality, which will comprise central parts of
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the new city. The guidelines for designing public
urban spaces in the municipality allows a high
degree of freedom as regards formal expression
within individual development projects whilst the
norm shows what expectations the municipality
has of development in central areas. Considerable
weight is given to pedestrians and cyclists whom
are guaranteed unbroken and clear routes.
The norm for urban space provides both inspiration as well as facilitates the provision of basic
data for applications of building permits. To all
building and area development plans, a programme for urban space must be attached based on
the norm. Residential areas close to urban spaces
can create a public character that includes different social groups and reduces segregation.
Furthermore, there is a requirement of residential buildings constructed in an area to contain
flats in various sizes. A further factor which reinforces the city development is that those apartments owned by the municipality, occupied by
many tenants who have recently moved into the
municipality or have come from abroad, are dispersed across the city in order to avoid gathering
these groups in one area and thus creating spatial
and social segregation.18 There is an attempt to in
a structured way spread out groups with limited
resources by including mixed residential areas in
the regulation.19

SUCCESS FACTORS FOR LILLESTRØM
TO TRANSFORM A TOWN INTO CITY
• FORESIGHT • UNPREJUDICED VISIONS
• MIXED CITY • FEASABILITY STUDIES
• PEPARE CITIZENS FOR CHANGE
Umeå: Taking responsibility for the right to
housing
The area of responsibility for Elin Pietroni,
Umeå’s Director of planning, comprises both overarching strategic regulatory documents such as
the strategy for housing provision, but also longterm strategic urban development. The political
Fagerbeek, 2016.
Bjerkholt, 2016.
Elin Pietroni, interview, 16 May 2016, Umeå.
21
ibid.
22
ibid.
18
19
20

ambition is to reach 200,000 inhabitants by 2050.
Growth of this kind generates housing construction of about 1,200 new homes per year.20
On the other hand, there is an intention to
focus on urban development from a broader
perspective, and the role Umeå as a city should
play in the Umeå region, northern Sweden and
Scandinavia. There is no opposition between
rural and urban areas, but rather that Umeå can
be a growth engine for the entire region and all
of northern Sweden. Then, further population
growth will be required in order to stimulate that
prosperity.21
In the municipality’s comprehensive planning, elements are included to assure meeting
objectives. The city has worked on 11 deepened
comprehensive plans for different city districts
in parallel – that is to say, they have a real urban
development strategy. The strategy for provision
of housing for the period 2013–2020 will update
the development plan on the basis of the new
starting points for housing construction, revising
the guidelines for housing policy and assessing
the need for housing for the years to come. The
document comprises housing construction from
2013 to 2020 with a perspective on 2030.22
The city emphasises that the programme for
housing provision is statutory, so it is natural
that the municipality conforms with housing
provision. This is however something which far
from all Swedish cities respect. In Umeå, housing
provision has long been at the heart of political
priorities, primarily considering it an issue of striking a balance between existing housing stock,
in-migration and house building.
Currently, Umeå is ranked highest in growth
rate in Sweden, and some of the indicated factors
for success have been: the comprehensive contingency plan, a good production of local plans
and a great deal of municipality owned land
but also the ability to prioritise.23 The Municipal Housing Company AB Bostaden is Umeå’s
largest actor on the housing market. The company focuses on working long-term and on smart,
sustainable solutions – socially, economically and
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ecologically – and has won several prizes, including the Sustainable Energy Europe Award.24
Bostaden AB is now an independent company,
and in this way has a different status on the market and in relation to the municipality as owners.
Bostaden AB has also been an important part
of several development and innovation projects
together with the municipality and other actors.
Here, the long-term knowledge built up within
the company is important together with the
opportunity to link Bostaden AB with other activities of the municipality in order to meet overarching urbanisation targets.25
In the coordination between the municipal
planning department and Bostaden AB, the
company often conducts an introductory dialogue with municipal departments on land and
development related needs. This is followed by
the production of a local plan for the land, and
Bostaden AB is at that point part of the municipal
planning process.26 These procedures and the
knowledge of needs that have been built up over
long time are of considerable value to Umeå, not
least in creating continuity and stability for the
future.
Bostaden AB also plays an important role in
meeting the municipality’s needs for housing for
special groups; there is an important task here
that is directly linked to the directive of ownership.27 Bostaden AB has in this way become
a tool for the municipality in other aspects than
merely providing housing. The company has by
means of special agreements with the municipality therefore a social responsibility for certain
groups that the municipality is duty-bound to
protect.28
In order to continuously adjust to changing
conditions, Bostaden AB documents, visualises and analyses its work, and identifies what
has been successful and what has to be revised.
Factors for success have been using tested technology, allowing residents to take part in prioritising and creating cooperative agreements with
different actors.29
One challenge has, on the other hand, been
Pietroni, 2016.
Ann Sofi Tapani, interview, 16 May 2016, Umeå.
Pietroni, 2016.
26
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Ola Andersson, Policy Dialogue, 10 March 2016, Global Utmaning.
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24
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to cooperate with architects regarding how an
area should develop socially. There are several
attempts to involve the architects early in the
development process. But to strike a balance
between function, configuration and sensitivity
to changing trends is a constant struggle.30 As a
guideline, Bostaden AB uses since 2008 its business plan, as a regulatory document. It regulates
that all aspects of sustainability should be managed and regarded as long-term programmes and
not project-driven in the short term. The social
aspect is also clearly stated as a value in the owner directive: openness, equality, business sense
and long-term thinking. 31

SUCCESS FACTORS FOR UMEÅ TO TAKE
RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE RIGHT TO HOUSING:
• POLITICAL RESPONSIBILITY • STATUTORY
RIGHTS • PREPAREDNESS • NEEDS
ASSESSMENT • DOCUMENTATION • EVALUATION
Stockholm: Relaunching an inadequate
housing policy
Despite its large housing shortage and building
challenge, Stockholm provides one example of
how to reorient a policy and to steer development instead of allowing the market alone to lead
in its own direction. This, however, requires a
leadership that is straight and concrete.
Merely in Stockholm, some estimations of the
need of housing reaches over 300,000 new homes, in order to cover for those who already live
in the city, recently have migrated from within
Sweden, and from abroad. Although the municipality is a large land owner, too little construction
is pursued because of a shortage of land to immediately build on. Municipal land is not made
available at the rate that is required.32 In many
cases, long drawn-out planning processes result
in a financial burden, lengthy debates and that
creative urban planning, architecture and design
is threatened. When densification means that the
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inner city becomes too dense and areas outside
the inner city remain car-dependent, construction
is not sustainable.
The aim of the current leadership is to build
an average of 8,000 apartments each year so that
40,000 new homes are produced by 2020 and
140,000 by 2030. How the forms of housing will
look like is, on the other hand, more difficult
to predict. Today’s Stockholmers are difficult to
define as the variation is great and their needs
are changeable. The aim is, however, to approach
in total 50% tenant-owned apartments and 50%
rental apartments even though the apportionment to a certain extent depends on the area in
which construction will take place. The current
administration hopes it will manage to produce a
more mixed city and abandon the current reality
in which only a few people can live in the city
centre.33

Karin Wanngård,
Mayor of Stockholm
(Photo: Stockholm stad)

The city has in this way proposed a concrete
quantitative goal followed by a more qualitative vision of “a city that keeps together”. Karin
Wanngård, the Mayor of Stockholm, stresses that
one cannot merely build apartments, but has to
build a city, which is a task greater than a simple
housing target.34
A growing Stockholm region demands wider
cooperation in order to create a sustainable city
including housing, public transport, schools,
healthcare and other social services.35 In order to
resolve conflicts and avoid unsustainable blockages, one have to dare to develop wider contacts
Karin Wanngård, interview, 2 June 2016, Stockholm.
Wanngård, 2016.
ibid.
36
ibid.
37
ibid.
33
34
35

with the research and private sector. In certain
city districts construction companies and property
owners have already started to produce guidelines together.36
The Mayor of Stockholm, does however not
believe that this is enough and has decided on
the appointment of a so-called Special Housing
Coordinator. This with reference to the fact that
major investments need to be coordinated if it
is to be efficient and successful in the long term.
Many departments of the administration are
involved, and the responsibility is often divided
between different units. In addition to this, a large number of companies, municipal and private
actors have to be involved. The role of the Special Housing Coordinator is to occupy a central
position in the administration at the city planning
office, but also to respond directly to the political leadership. Furthermore, this person have a
broad legitimacy amongst several directions and
actors and can therefore in a credible way push
for change, monitor the status of development
projects and decide which administration has the
main responsibility. This key person who work
on a broad front and create links between various
projects and units has proven to be very efficient
in removing blockages within the systems, avoiding projects falling in between and making all
administrations to cooperate.37 The result is that
today Stockholm is convinced that it will reach
its ambitious objectives.

SUCCESS FACTORS FOR
STOCKHOLM TO RELAUNCH AN
INADEQUATE HOUSING POLICY:
• ACKNOWLEDGE DEFICIENCIES
• ANALYSE PROBLEMS • STAND
UP FOR IDEALS • COORDINATION
• LEGITIMACY • CONCETE TARGETS

SPECIAL HOUSING COORDINATOR

VISION

GOAL

A CITY THAT
KEEPS TOGETHER

40.000 HOMES BY 2020
140.000 HOMES BY 2030

MAYOR
CITY COUNCIL

SHC

CITY
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1. Create a
comprehensive ove
rview
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e hurdels
and lock-i
n effects
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d mediate
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STAKEHOLDERS
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ENVIRONMENT

HOUSING

TRANSPORT

CITY PLANNING

Note: The term ”Mayor” in the picture is used as synonym to "The Executive Board” as the Mayors in most Nordic countries are not directly elected.
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Ways ahead
Several factors and trends have led to the current
housing crisis and created great challenges for
the city and its inhabitants. It is in the interest of
society to build its way out of housing shortages
to solve these challenges. Therefore, systems
that regulate the building of homes needs to be
revised. Which rules and regulations create more
problems than opportunities, and which temporary solutions to the housing crisis should be
avoided? Should rules for accessibility be eased,
and in that case what consequences would it
have? Is it possible to build according to social,
economic and ecological sustainability norms
during a current crisis? Who should take the risk
and who should pay?
Groups are often pitted against each other in
housing policy, such as young people without
a home, families with children, and the elderly.
The housing situation contributes to demographic problems when young people’s decisions to
form a family are strongly linked to their housing
situation. Also, new production presupposes
an ability to pay and leads to indebtedness, or
when the elderly have nowhere to go when rents
skyrocket.38

38
39
40

Lotta Jaensson, Policy dialogue, 10 March 2016, Global Utmaning.
Jaensson, 2016.
Andersson et al, Policy dialogue, 10 March 2016, Global Utmaning

Social challenges, such as social regeneration,
a shortage of necessary renovation, imperfect
urban development, segregated housing areas,
vulnerable social and economic groups, a lack of
opportunities, or high energy use and problems
in attaining environmental targets, have to be
taken seriously. Knowledge of how to manage
social challenges is valuable information that
should be discussed between cities, municipalities, regions and countries.39
Arenas for cooperation and political involvement are important during an ongoing housing
crisis. Sometimes, however, more than one
crisis is needed for the municipality to decide to
accelerate or increase housebuilding. Building for
social sustainability is sometimes more difficult
than working in accordance with arguments affecting the national economy. Concepts such as
social housing have in certain contexts a negative
ring, which can obstruct the necessary targets for
building. Knowledge from the 1950s and 1960s’
Million Programme has to be revisited and redefined in order to be adapted to current needs and
a completely different social organisation.40
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SDG 11.2
“By 2030 provide access to safe, affordable, accessible and sustainable transport
systems for all, improving road safety, notably by expanding public transport, with
special attention to the needs of those in vulnerable situations, women, children,
persons with disabilities and older persons.”
Photo: Kryvenok Anastasiia

Chapter 2.

NORDIC URBAN TRANSPORT
SDG 11.2 indicates the importance of transport
in order to “make cities inclusive, safe, resilient
and sustainable”. Infrastructure is central to
long-term economic and social development and
strategies for environmental protection. Cities
prioritising infrastructure are better prepared to
meet economic, social and environmental challenges. A well-developed system of infrastructure
also underlines that the provision of public goods
is a local political priority. Investments in infrastructure for transport and communication are
crucial to a city’s well-being and progress, and it
should, therefore, be in the best interests of cities
to develop sustainable public transport and other
public infrastructure.41
41

Challenges
The great volumes of people, goods and materials
transported daily within and to different communities add to both pollution and noise. Finding
ways to handle the growing damage and disturbance on the environment from these flows are
therefore a matter of growing importance.
Passenger transport has the potential to carry
this change, but is dependent on those measures deployed, such as for example, congestion
charges or fewer parking places. Travel habits in
different parts of the Nordic region vary, which
means that the larger cities try to promote the use
of bike or public transport, unlike smaller com-

UN General Assembly. Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. A/RES/70/1. 2015: p. 21/35.
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Source: Kenworthy. Transport Energy Use and Greenhouse Gases in Urban Passenger Transport Systems: A Study of 84 Global Cities. 2003.

munities where public transport is inadequate or
to a great extent non-existent.42
Congestion charges for cars did not contribute to the changes in means of travel that
political decisions had intended. Urban sprawl
often contributes to people in the suburb being
dependent on cars to travel into the city, which
increases the pressure on the number of parking
places and impairs air quality. Leadership can
help improve accessibility and how it is utilised.43
Planning can in this way push development
forward by building advantageously for specific
transport solutions, such as for example, bikes or
make car use difficult. Planning should strive to
be targeted and visionary – that is when changes
occur.44 But good planning requires clear regulatory documents and strategies.45
What is needed is a form of leadership that
drives sustainable development towards common
visions and future perceptions. The aim must
be creating clearer guidelines for how certain
issues should be handled. New technological
processes for transport, for example, create new
ways of travelling but do not contribute to much
less congestions of car traffic. Traditional as well
as innovative means of transport such as bikes
and Segways are further examples of variying
means of transport that exist in cities. The need
for electrically driven means of transport demands broad and clear strategies. The question is
whether it is visions, technological development
or political rules and regulations that can steer
the desired development.46
Lena Smidfelt, Policy dialogue, 6 April 2016, Global Utmaning.
Carl-Johan Engström, Policy dialogue, 6 April 2016, Global Utmaning.
Sofia Hellberg, Policy dialogue, 6 April 2016, Global Utmaning.
45
Daniel Helldén, Policy dialogue, 6 April 2016, Global Utmaning.
46
Lars J Nilsson, Policy dialogue, 6 April 2016, Global Utmaning.
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Apart from concrete proposals and strategies,
a citiy’s visions also has to be motivated and
communicated well. If a city strives to become the
world’s smartest city, then individuals have to be
able to understand what this means and the advantages for them personally. If this is not done,
it can be difficult to change the attitude of the
inhabitants, and changes may not be embraced.
Leadership is dependent on people who want to
achieve something, who initiate processes and
produce alternative solutions. Weak leadership
often lacks broad support and involvement on
the part of the inhabitants. It requires real enthusiasts who clearly formulate and communicate
what they wish to achieve with the aid of their
position of power. For leadership to contribute
to change in society patience is required, not
least when it comes to far-reaching infrastructure
projects.
In the following section we show a number of
examples of how Nordic transport initiatives have
evolved in a sustainable direction.

Anneli Hultén, Former
Mayor of Gothenburg
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LESSONS LEARNED: TRANSPORT
• CHANGED PRIORITIES
• ALLOCATE SPACE
• NEW TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS
• PUBLIC SPACE

Good practices
Stockholm: Connectivity as mobility strategy
Daniel Helldén, the City Commissioner for Traffic
in Stockholm, is responsible for issues regarding
traffic in relation to the urban environment – in
other words all the spaces between the buildings.
Stockholm County Council is responsible, on the
other hand, for public transport, whilst accessibility is the responsibility of the municipality.
Implementing strategies related to infrastructure
is problematic because there are strict rules for
who and how to manage areas and infrastructure. Many of Stockholm’s infrastructure projects
include a number of actors, which often result in
a complicated working processes.47 This applies
to a great extent also to other Nordic cities such
as Göteborg, Malmö, Oslo and Helsinki.48
As the links between various areas of politics,
sectors and levels are many as regards transport
issues, a high degree of consensus is required to
gain support and long- sightedness. The advantage is that it creates a common will, but often
leads to inefficiency.49 The city commissioner
for traffic, for example, is working on the Mobility Strategy adopted by the previous political
majority. This strategy is now being rolled out,
and different projects are under way for various
measures.50
One basic strength is that the traffic strategy
is firmly rooted in the master plan and the vision
for the city of Stockholm. It is however important
that there is a process to gain support amongst
the citizens and local government officials. In this
way, a tool is created out of political vision for the
Daniel Helldén, interview, 12 May 2016, Stockholm.
ibid.
49
Daniel Firth, interview, 14 April 2016, Stockholm.
50
Helldén, 2016.
51
Firth, 2016.
52
ibid.
53
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officials to realise.51 A winning concept has been
using test periods such as live consultation. Here,
it is important to note to be prepared to fail – it
is not failure if you learn and can draw benefits
from the results.52
The accessibility strategy is an umbrella document for the city of Stockholm that shows how
one can use traffic to promote other issues, such
as democracy and social issues, if one adopts
an integrated method of working.53 The main
principles are to prioritise the mobility above the
stationary, together with the means of transport
carrying most people per vehicle.54
The strategy includes four overall planning
orientations for Stockholm metropolitan streets:
create spaces for buses and cyclists; remove car
parking from the streets and improvement for
freight transport; reliable services and accessibility; better conditions for pedestrians; and better
lighting, cleaning and snow removal of pavements.55
Since its adoption in 2009, various types of
transport have been reprioritised. The question
that primarily needed to be taken into account
was how the accessibility challenge should be
addressed in a growing city with limited space.56
The main idea is to roll back car traffic in order to
provide space for cyclists and pedestrians.57 This
bold solution means diverting car traffic from the
city centre along with designing the streets so as
to favour buses, pedestrians and cyclists. Also,
more pedestrians will leave more space on buses
and in the underground, reducing the negative
effects that public transport can have on urban
life.58
In order to be able to back pedestrians and
bikes, the city has worked on producing a coherent network. For example, regarding shared
space one mode of transport tends to dominate,
and for this reason this must be challenged, often
for test periods. The pedestrian plan, which is a
part of the accessibility strategy, provides a more
nuanced picture of this.59 Before and during the
summer of 2016, summer pedestrian streets and
parks, so-called pop-up parks were introduced.
ibid.
ibid.
ibid.
57
Stockholm City, Trafikkontoret. Framkomlighetsstrategi för Stockholm 2030 - På väg
mot ett Stockholm i världsklass. 2012.
58
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59
Firth, 2016
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At the same time, public transport is being promoted by, among other things, providing space
for rapid transit buses and taking space from
parking.60
Controlling parking in both the city centre
and in the suburbs is one of the keys to change,
however at the same time being a real challenge.61 It becomes clear that it is simple to agree
on principles, but that details of implementation
are more complex, and often turn into a matter
of interpretation. Today the strategy has a holistic
starting point; the next step will be to coordinate
sector plans which, of course, may involve conflicting aims.

SUCCESS FACTORS FOR STOCKHOLM
TO DEVELOP CONNECTIVITY
AS MOBILITY STRATEGY:
• COLLABORATION BETWEEN OFFICES
• POLITICAL AGREEMENTS • SUPPORT
INITIATIVES • CONSENSUS ACCESSIBILITY

Copenhagen: The bicycle as a tool
The bicycle as a means of transport has since the
20th century been etched into the Danish heritage.
Cycling is not considered to be old-fashioned, but
is part of the life of a modern individual. Copenhagen’s objective is to be a cycle pioneer city.
The policy document “Good, Better, Best:
The City of Copenhagen’s Bicycle Strategy 2011–
2025”62 is the guiding document for cycling in the
city and serves as a complement to the climate
plan, ”CPH 2025 Climate Action Plan”.63 It is a
collaboration between the city, institutions, external private actors and non-profit organisations.
The bicycle policy is further in accordance with
Copenhagen’s aim to become the world’s first
carbon neutral capital in 2025. As the population
increases streets and cycle lanes are being protected and widened at the expense of two-way
streets, extra lanes and parking spaces. In order
Firth, 2016.
Helldén, 2016.
62
Executive Climate Project Director City of Copenhagen Jorgen Abildgaard, interview,
2016-04-28, Copenhagen.
63
City of Copenhagen. CPH 2025 Climate Plan. 2012.
64
ibid.

to implement all the initiatives and necessary
changes collaboration between government,
business community organisations and research
institutions is considered as a key to success.64
The fact that the city has invested in a real
urban space policy has been decisive in the work
of climate adaptation. According to Jørgen Abildgaard, Copenhagen’s Climate Director, more than
300 city projects the city will create climate neutral spaces before 2025, and in this way achieve a
double social-environmental effect.65 The city has
previously stressed that if bicycles really should
be given priority, it will need space in the urban
environment. One example is giving priority to
bikes in the morning and afternoon, whilst deliveries are made before the morning rush. Painting
cycle lanes is cheap but can make great difference. Clear marking at cycle lanes for example
enables rapid change without being expensive or
irrevocable.66
For a large proportion of the traffic, Copenhagen is primarily a transit, which brings traffic into
the city, where it leads to congestion and takes up
space on the streets. There are political obstacles
for the government to induce transport bypass
instead of going through the city. On the other
hand, major infrastructure investments in recent
years such as new underground stations, have
resulted in massive construction sites in the city
automatically redirecting traffic. One might say
that car users have been “tricked” into change.
The question however remains, how these
changes can be rendered permanently without
too great resistance.67
Clear restrictions on transport may within the
near future affect which means of transport that
are accepted in the city centre.68 It is important
to work together with local business when traffic
is redirected. The city has conducted pre- and
post- analysis of, for example, visitors to shops.
It appears as certain shops move, such as furniture stores selling larger items. At the same
time, other types of stores are established such
as smaller specialist stores. Some businesses
have even seen an increase in customers.69
Abildgaard, 2016.
ibid.
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69
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This principle of following-the-money has been
effective in the dialogue with major construction
companies. As the city has been able to prove
that walkability increases the value of certain
areas, more actors have become interested in how
the streetscape around the buildings may be used
differently.70
Boye Bjerkholt
Deputy mayor, Lillestrøm,
Skedsmo Municipality
(Photo: Caroline Wrangsten)

SUCCESS FACTORS FOR
COPENHAGEN TO USE THE
BICYCLE AS A TOOL:
TRICKING INTO CHANGE
• FOLLOW THE MONEY •
TESTING • SMALL CHANGES
• STEP BY STEP

Lillestrøm: Shorter distances can build a city
One prerequisite for Lillestrøm’s “Urban development and urban strategy – a 2050 perspective
for sustainable urbanisation” 71 has been the
major infrastructure investments made both on a
regional and a national level. The idea of a larger
city came about at the end of the 1990s when the
local airport closed down and at the same time
the high-speed train station was built. Thanks to
the railway and the new high-speed trains a major increase of population started. It became necessary to take a comprehensive view on how the
area should be managed in the future. Suddenly,
the possibility arose of transforming a small place
into a larger city with ambitions.
But when this happens, one have to take
control of the development. The leadership of
Lillestrøm set their target on creating a city
growing from the inside and out, but not at the
cost of the surrounding countryside and farmland.72 This started a process among the inhabitants and administration on the future of the
community, ending up in a vision of becoming
ibid.
Fagerbeek, 2016.
ibid.
73
Bjerkholt, 2016.
74
ibid.
70
71
72

the leading city to the east of Oslo.73 Today, this
vision is being realized in a more integrated urban city structure by building together the three
smaller towns into one city. Thanks to the proximity to the capital and the national airport, which
both can be reached by fast train in 10 minutes,
the city has become a rail hub, with Norway’s
busiest railway station.
To move from vision to realisation, plans such
as the municipal plan for land use, has been guided by the norm dense but not crowded. Out of
the urban strategy a strategy a principle emerged
where the city articulate that planning must put
people, not cars, at the centre. This strategy aims
at creating safe public venues not merely spaces
where you do what you have to do and then
quickly leave, but where you decide to stay.
Strategies for cyclists and pedestrians, go handin-hand with this objective along with the municipal climate initiative.74

SUCCESS FACTORS FOR
LILLESTRØM TO USE SHORTER
DISTANCES TO BUILD A CITY:
• SEIZE THE OPPORTUNITY • CREATE
CONSENSUS • HORSE-TRADING

TRANSPORT AS A MEANS FOR SUSTAINABLE URBAN DEVELOPMENT
URBANISATION STRATEGY
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URBAN MOBILITY STRATEGY
Dated Vision
Pedestrians/bicycle

1

Public transport
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Commercial traffic
Taxi
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FOUR PLANNING TARGETS
A. Create space for pedestrians,
buses and bikes by removing
parking lots and creating
reserved lanes
B. Street accesibility is to be
enhanced by increasing speeds
for high-capacity transportation
means and raising travel-time
reliability for all road users
C. Pedestrian priority at cleaning,
lightning and snow removal
D. Divert the traffic from the city
center, improve safety and signs
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Ways ahead
Formulating visions requires an understanding
that concrete targets within the immediate future
sometimes can become obsolete. Social norms
and communities change over time, meaning
that decision-making has to be able to change
and adjust. Efficient leadership requires strategic
visions which should be communicated in such
a way that it engage the population in the work
of achieving these targets.
Politics and leadership should, within limits,
experiment to develop new strategies within
planning. Well-received changes among the
population holds the possibility to transform
how they live their lives and ultimately change
behaviours. To accomplish such a shift, there is
reason to create opportunities to test new proposals within the framework of legislation.
Working proactively is a strategy in itself, in
which change is applied slowly. Reduction in car
traffic may, for example, in certain cases not even
be noticed until measurable results and statistics are communicated to the population. Minor
changes can in this way have greater effect in the
long run.
Processes should, therefore, be divided into
several long-term projects combined with shortterm projects with the aim of gaining support

75
76

for the long-term ones to do even more. When
people take part in time-limited projects such as
pop-up parks, pedestrian streets or cycle lanes,
an understanding is created on the effects of the
project, and in this way support is growing for
more permanent changes. A constant challenge
for leadership in cities is, however, to understand how visions and proposals reach out to the
population. Who is listening? Is there a wide interest? Or is it merely a few individuals who are
expressing their like or dislike for the proposed
project? Who are the “people” when the future is
discussed?75
Leadership and questions on the future are
further complicated by the fact that different
generations express different kinds of concern,
and wish for certain social problems to occupy
greater attention on the agenda than others.
Sustainability may be in focus for many voters,
but this does not necessarily mean that it is
prioritised among decision-makers who actually
have the power to change the political instruments of control. With other words, the power
to influence factors of change such as tax deductions for travel, company cars, better public
transport, land use plans and new transport
solutions.76

Carl-Johan Engström, Sofia Hellberg, Daniel Helldén, Lars J Nilsson, Lena Smidfelt, Policy Dialogue, 2016-04-06, Global Utmaning.
Ibid.
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SDG 11.6
“By 2030 reduce the adverse per capita environmental impact of cities, including by
paying special attention to air quality and municipal and other waste management.”
Photo: Ryan McGuire

Chapter 3.

NORDIC URBAN ENVIRONMENT
SDG 11.6 indicates the importance of the environment in order to “make cities inclusive, safe,
resilient and sustainable”. Research shows that
environmentally sustainable cities, due to a healthy balance between economic growth and the
environment, are likely to be more productive,
competitive and innovative. These are factors that
in the long run contribute to a solid base for a
prosperous city. If inevitable global trends such as
urbanisation, globalisation and economic growth
are not correlated with appropriate policies and
governance, the environmental consequences will
be devastating. But, if local administrations develop institutions with the responsibility to achieve
environmental sustainability, economic growth
77

UN-Habitat, World Cities Report 2016, 2016.

can ensure shared prosperity. An environmentally
sustainable city is compact, energy efficient, clean,
accessible, and offers a variety of transport choices. Also, the inevitable investments that have to
be made in technologies for renewable energy,
waste management and recycling will generate
new employment opportunities and new sources
of income for many city dwellers.77

Challenges
Transforming the urban structure and function
so as to contribute to sustainable development
is one of society’s greatest challenges. Urban
emissions of greenhouse gases, the use of natural
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Green Area, CO2 emissions and ambient PM2.5 exposure
Green area per million people
(square meters per million
person)

CO2 emissions per capita
(tonnes per inhabitant)

Estimated average exposure
to air pollution* [Micrograms
per cubic metre]

Metropolitan area

2000

2014

2000

2008

2002

2011

Copenhagen

399,4

376,2

7,4

7,1

15,1

13,1

Helsinki

85,5

77,4

15,8

15,8

8,1

7,9

Oslo

355,9

289,6

14,7

14,6

8,1

5,8

Stockholm

125,9

114,7

8,3

6,2

7,7

6,5

Gothenburg

317,8

292,2

7,4

6,6

9,5

8,3

Malmö

936,2

843,0

8,3

7,2

14,4

12,7

Source: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (2016) OECD.Stat. online database
Note: *Estimated average exposure to air pollution (PM2.5) based on imagery data

resources and the impact on ecosystems radically
need to be reduced. Technical systems also need
to function in closed loops. This is, particularly
given the rapid urbanisation a necessary transition that simply has to be executed everywhere.
At the same time the existing structure, built
up over a long time, needs to change. Communities of today are often designed for the use of cars
and resource intensive technologies. Many cities
have also been built on land threatened by for
example flooding. Rising sea levels and sudden
or very large amounts of precipitation will require
extensive adaptation. In the adaption of cities to
climate change the city’s ecosystems can play an
important role. The buffer capacity of ecosystems
should therefore be maintained and developed
since the social costs can otherwise become very
high.79
The green and blue areas of cities, such as
parks and squares, should therefore be seen as a
natural integrated part of the planning process
of the city. We also argue that the investments
that strengthen green and blue features in the
city holds the potential to create great economic
savings. Nature’s regulation through its own ecosystem is often more affordable and efficient than
the technological solutions that society otherwise
has to make use of. Examples are the importance of vegetation in the city for noise reduction
and regulation of temperature as well as the
importance of wetlands to prevent and mitigate
floods.80
Maria Tengvard, Policy dialogue, 1 December 2015, Global Utmaning.
ibid.
ibid.
81
ibid.
78
79
80

Cities are therefore dependent on efficiently
functioning ecosystems and biodiversity as a
support in managing problems and challenges
related to climate change.
A growing city with a growing population
however leads to increased pressure on existing
green spaces. In cities where the need for housing is great and the space limited, there is high
pressure on exploitation of existing green areas.
At the same time green areas are important to
secure the different ecosystem services as well
as to provide recreational areas. Increased exploitation therefore risks to create conflicts of interest
around density and building on greenfield sites,
which has to be weighed against what these
areas provide in terms of social, economic and
environmental services. In the same way as the
need for housing has to be met, the prerequisites
for ecosystem services have to be safeguarded.81
In the following section we show a number of
examples of how Nordic environmental initiatives
have evolved in a sustainable direction.

LESSONS LEARNED: ENVIRONMENT
• SEIZE THE OPPORTUNITY • BREAK OLD
PATTERNS • CHANGE BEHAVIOURS
• NATURE’S SELF-REGULATING CAPACITY
• SELF-REINFORCING DIVERSITY
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Good practices
Copenhagen: From coal to green energy
Copenhagen's Climate Director is responsible for
carrying out the climate plan “CPH 2025 Climate
Action Plan” in a collaborative effort together
with numerous stakeholders in the business
community, research institutions and civil society
organisations. In 2011, Copenhagen had reduced
CO2 emissions by 21% compared to 2005.
In order to comply with the plan, Copenhagen
needs to convert the energy supply and install
wind turbines; the citizens must increase the use
of bikes; the city will have to invest in buses that
operate on electricity and biogas; buildings in
Copenhagen must be energy retrofitted; the city
will have to invest in more solar energy; along
with numerous other initiatives. Several solutions
are based on known technology that is just waiting to be implemented. In other areas, the city
will need to focus on developing new technology
in order to reach the goal.82
A key factor in this transition is that politicians,
administrations, institutions, the private sector
and civil society have a common vision and strive
towards the same goal.83 A cornerstone in the
climate plan is, therefore, initiatives for collaboration with the business community, central
government, organisation from the civil society
and research institutions.84 A main player is the
Danish Energy Association, which is a non-profit
lobby organisation for Danish energy companies. It is managed and financed by its members, mainly electricity companies, and strives to
secure fair conditions for competition in order to

SUCCESS FACTORS FOR COPENHAGEN
TO GO FROM COAL TO GREEN ENERGY:
• POOR STARTING POINT • INVESTMENTS
AS BRANDING • NATIONAL-LOCAL
COORDINATION • HIGHER AMBITIONS
• CONSUMER-ORIENTED

promote development, growth and well-being in
Denmark.
According to Carsten Chachah, at the Danish
Energy Association, Danish energy production is
regarded as largely renewable. However Denmark has a very poor starting-point. Today coal
and gas correspond to 25–30% of the energy
supply. In order to reduce the proportion and
reach the targets, considerably more than simply
putting filters on chimneys is required. According
to the organisation, the major challenge is to
transform a coal-dependent energy supply into
biomass, using but adapting, the same infrastructure.85
In the 1990s a wind power vision was developed at the national political level. As a consequence, in 2020 the Danish parliament’s common
goal is to reach a 50% wind power usage. The
cooperation between businesses, industries, and
politics have alongside collaboration across regional boundaries been crucial to reach this goal.86
For the transition from coal to renewables, a
great deal of work is being done with financial
instruments and stimulations such as increasing
price levels for the use of electricity, tax charges
on electricity, trade-ins, subsidies, and so forth.
On the other hand, prices have been a major
issue, particularly with regards to heating for the
housholds and the transport sector. There have
been plans to transfer from coal to renewable at a
national level and the related costs have become
a key issue in the national political debate.87
The national and local targets obviously not
go hand in hand. Many cities have higher ambitions than the central government and feel that
they are already progressing. But as an increasing
number of cities have their own ambitious targets
and plans, the national level may finally be forced
to adopt a common position. It is already forseen
that after 2020, a new national plan is expected to
be adopted for the following period.88
The Danish Energy Association is also lobbying to influence consumption such as the use of
smart energy solutions. Danes in general support
the transition, understand and even demand

City of Copenhagen, 2012.
Abildgaard, 2016, Copenhagen.
City of Copenhagen, 2012.
85
Senior Consultant at the Danish Energy Association Carsten Chachah, interview, 28 April 2016, Copenhagen
86
Chachah, 2016, Copenhagen.
87
ibid.
88
ibid.
82
83
84
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that it is followed. Many are already paying high
prices for energy, and at that cost it “better be
green”. Behaviour and technology are regarded
as two sides of the same coin in the transition,
and that it is important to make use of their
mutually reinforcing potential.89

Carsten Chachah,
Danish Energy Association
(Photo: Caroline Wrangsten)

Gothenburg: Multi-parti and multi-sector
cooperation
When Anneli Hultén, the former Mayor of Gothenburg took office in 2009, she realised that
the work was carried out in silos between administrations, politicians and local government
officials. The greatest challenge was therefore to
knock down the walls between them. The officials
did not always dare to question the direction or
visions set by the politicians. However, politicians
always have the ultimate responsibility for all
services being carried out.90
The political leadership were therefore convinced that the cooperation had to be carried out
across different areas of expertise and between
politicians and officials, and that this had to be
incorporated into existing systems.
A prerequisite for policy to become more sustainable was an improved organisational sustainability, increased mutual understanding, and
focus on the most important issues. Ownership
of issues and conflict resolution depends to a
great extent on who considers themselves to have
the right to knowledge, and whether the actor
in question has the possibility to influence. An
inability to act is considered to be the decisive
risk factor.91
Chachah, 2016.
Anneli Hulthén, interview, 13 May 2016, Stockholm.
ibid.
92
ibid.
93
ibid.
94
ibid.
89
90
91

Even if collaboration across different areas
of expertise initially can take longer time, the
political leadership is convinced that it leads to
better and more sustainable decisions in the long
run. Hence, they literally decided to tear down
the walls between different areas of expertise,
and instead work in clusters based on the three
dimensions of sustainability – economic, environmental and social sustainability. This created an
agreement on the direction for the most important issues.92
Subsequently, it was decided that the municipal commissioners were responsible for one
issue, however in collaboration across the different areas of expertise and with the other clusters.
The clusters were tasked to resolve upcoming
issues, but to debate the question beyond their
specific area of expertise. This led for example to
environmental issues not merely being discussed
as green issues, but was also put on the agenda in
the traffic committee.93
The initiative came from the group leaders of
the political parties before an upcoming election,
the City Director Eva Hessman recalls. Since the

KEY SUCCESS FACTORS FOR GOTHENBURG
TO DEVELOP MULTI-PARTISAN AND
MULTI-SECTOR COOPERATION:
• BREAK DOWN BARRIERS • CLUSTERS
• PRIORITISE • CLARIFY
budget already had adopted a sustainability perspective, this development was actually natural.94
The new working methods also meant lower
thresholds between local government officials
and politicians, and created a dialogue between
the political parties on how to achieve the results
that they previously had decided upon. This
brought forth a more analytical attitude to what
Gothenburg as a city aspires to achieve, and how
they systematically can manage to get there, on
the basis of a common set of values.
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A major initiative has also been undertaken
to clarify and prioritise what is important among
an abundance of regulatory documents.95 For
example, in the environmental field, targets will
be predominant and will set the tone for the city’s
environmental programme and climate strategy
programmes.96

Dagur B. Eggertsson,
Mayor of Reykjavik
(Photo: reykjavik.is)

Reykjavík: Partnerships central for
innovation
For Dagur B. Eggertsson, the Mayor of Reykjavik, making significant progress in the field
of energy and resources has been of top priority. The past 15 years have shown remarkable
achievements in reducing greenhouse gases. As
in Gothenburg, working together is key for the
city’s Climate Action Plan, an action plan part of
the Sustainable Energy Action Plan. In 2009, the
Council of Reykjavík implemented a policy to
reduce 35% of emissions by year 2020 and 73%
by 2050, compared to emissions in 2007. Today, all
electricity in Reykjavik is produced with hydroelectric power, and households are geothermally
heated; energy usage in district heating emits no
greenhouse gases.
The result is due to a clear and broad vision
for a green and blue city. Since Iceland’s economy to a great extent depends on fishing, much
emphasis is put on this in terms of certification
and pollution. Plans for infrastructure in this
area are continuously improved, such as the shift
from fossil fuel ships to electrical ships. The city
is entering discussions with the government on
how to accelerate the transition, within a cluster

of partnerships consisting of shipping and fishing
companies, universities and the international
OCEANA organisation.
Cooperation with the business community has
been central for the city in finding sustainable
solutions to combat climate change. To illustrate
this, the Mayor took the initiative to get the 100
largest companies in Iceland on board for COP21.
Together with the non-profit organization Icelandic Center for Corporate Social Responsibility,
companies were invited to make a declaration on
reducing carbon emissions. For COP21, they set
concrete goals and targets to reduce emissions
and to cut waste. Going forward, the progress
will be monitored, and the companies will report
regular progress on their actions.98
Partnerships with the private sector have been
fruitful. In collaboration with the energy company Reykjavik Energy and scientists from the
university, a method to turn CO2 into stone and
store it underground has recently been developed.99 The UN’s Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change has stated that Carbon Capture
and Storage, CCS, is crucial in tackling climate
change in the most cost-effective way.100 In June
2016, the Carbix project had a climate change
breakthrough in their CCS work. The project, led
by Reykjavik Energy, managed to bury CO2 underground and turn it into stone, instead of gas,
within only two years.101 This promises a more
affordable, more secure, and more environmentally friendly way of burying CO2 emissions in
other regions.102

SUCCESS FACTORS FOR REYKJAVÍK TO BUILD
PARTNERSHIPS: INNOVATION • RESEARCH
• PRIVATE SECTOR PARTNERSHIPS
Helsinki: Making environmental work
mainstream
The City of Helsinki has a broader responsibility
for environmental and climate issues and prefers to rather focus on sustainable development,
according to Päivi Kipp-Edlund, Director of En-

Hulthén, 2016.
Eva Hessman, interview through e-mail correspondence, 21 June 2016.
Dagur B. Eggertsson, phone interview, 10 June 2016.
98
Eggertsson, 2016 & “Businesses pledge to take active measures to curb global warming”, Available: http://reykjavik.is/en/businesses-pledge-take-active-measures-curb-globalwarming, (downloaded 01-09-2016).
99
ibid.
100
The Guardian. ”CO2 turned into stone in Iceland in climate change breakthrough”. 2016-06-09. Available: https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/jun/09/co2-turnedinto-stone-in-iceland-in-climate-change-breakthrough, (downloaded 01-09-2016).
101
Eggertsson, 2016.
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The Guardian, 2016.
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vironmental Protection.103 The Helsinki Strategy
Programme contains guidelines for the activity of
administrations, government owned companies
and amalgamations of private companies. The
strategy programme is divided into four parts:
healthy Helsinki, vigorous Helsinki, functioning
Helsinki, and a city balancing the economy and
good leadership. The democratic aspects and
participation is included systematically in all four
parts. The strategy also contains the vision, values
and ethical principles of the city.104 This is an
all-embracing and steering approach for all the
work executed in the city.
As regards environmental issues, Helsinki
has on several occasions been praised around
Europe primarily for its work on traffic issues,
in particular the work on the harmful effects of
traffic such as air pollution and noise and how
they have advanced buses, trains and trams. Of
course, different political parties differ in their
views on factual issues, but in Helsinki they have
without exception succeeded in gaining considerable support for their work on the environment.
”Eco-support” is a system that involves every
workplace, unit, or organisation, in pupping in
place so called eco-support staff who, according
to the bottom-up principle, follow top-down
strategies and targets.105
The Environment Centre has the responsibility for the strategic areas of traffic, climate and
issues regaring the Baltic Sea. The Centre coordinates environmental questions in the city and
is responsible of communicating the goals to the
citizens to show how the city works on projects in
which they proactively first test ideas before these
are introduced on a larger scale.106
Pekka Sauri, the Deputy Mayor of Helsinki,
is also Vice-President of Local Governments for
Sustainable Development, ICLEI. He says that
the major achievements in the last decade has
been managing to incorporate sustainable and
environmental approches into the strategy, along
with simplifying and clarifying that strategy.
However, the budget is always the most important decision for a city council. But, since 2004

SUCCESS FACTORS FOR HELSINKI TO MAINSTREAM
ENVIRONMENTAL WORK: WIDER PERSPECTIVES •
ECO-SUPPORT AS PRINCIPLE • USE METHODS ALREDY
IN PLACE • REVISIT GOALS • UPDATE STRATEGIES
a true instrument for leadership has evolved as
the strategy is used as an actual tool and is
debated before the budget, then decided upon
separately.107
Another lesson learned is that every strategy
is per se more powerful than the previous one,
as long as the strategy is solid and the goals are
measurable. Twice a year the city evaluates the
goals, and the measurements are key to improving strategies, and this works as an incentive to
further progress. As the world changes, some of
the goals might have become obsolete or have
already been fulfilled, hence they must be monitored on a regular basis. The Helsinki tradition is
to look at the methods already in place to achieve
a vision, and to develop strategies to reach the set
goals.108
Helsinki has an ambition to be carbon neutral
in 2050, but has historically often achieved goals
more quickly than planned. The Deputy Mayor
says that it is important to set goals technically
so that Helsinki knows how to achieve them.109
For example, the city owns the company producing cooling and heating systems, and the goal of
carbon neutrality has been set together with this
company. Because the city is in charge, they are
able to set such an ambitious goal for 2050 and
at the same time ensure that it be reached.110

Päivi Kipp-Edlund, interview, 8 May 2016, Helsinki.
Helsingfors stad. Strategiprogram 2013-2016. Adopted 24 April 2013. Available: http://www.hel.fi/www/Helsinki/sv/stad-och-forvaltning/
strategi/strategiprogram/, (downloaded 01-09-2016).
105
Kipp-Edlund, 2016.
106
ibid.
107
Pekka Sauri, interview, 8 May 2016, Helsinki.
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Sauri, 2016.
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Kipp-Edlund, 2016.
110
Sauri, 2016.
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Pekka Sauri,
Deputy Mayor of Helsinki
(Photo: City of Helsinki)
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Ways ahead
Urbanisation is just as much an opportunity as
it is a challenge. Where economies of scale and
cooperation are to be encouraged, new visions
are needed. In cities most functions have to share
space, hence this requires good planning and administration, based on those preconditions laid
down by each city. The economic, social,
environmental or cultural values provided by
ecosystem services depend on how the
city’s ecosystem is looked after or developed.111
An important starting point is that the city’s
green and blue areas in the form of, for example,
parks and squares have to be regarded as an
integral part of the urban planning process. The
importance of green areas function of noise
reduction, temperature compensation, biodiversity and other ecosystem services need to be put
into context and be a natural part of the urban
transformation process.
As the city grows and becomes denser, and
as competition for land increases more urban
features have to come together and share the
same space. The challenge is to build, develop
and densify cities to be able to continue producing traditional urban features such as security,
openness and accessibility, while ecosystem
services are taken into account and developed

in a different way than before. Good planning,
management and leadership are prerequisites to
succeed as the city is constantly growing.112
Bringing the value of nature to the forefront
through communication, contributes to the
build-up and dissemination of knowledge to
various actors about ecosystem services, the
values they create and how they can be used.113
Bringing ecosystem services to the forefront of
discussion creates greater knowledge about the
value they create.114 The opportunity of preserving ecosystem services depends on cooperation,
steering instruments, allocation of responsibility
and knowledge dissemination. Ecosystem services are assessed differently depending on what
value is allocated to the service it can provide.
Ecosystem services benefit from the fact that
different actors cooperate and mainstream sustainability in their regular work, when rules and
regulations are revised, and in new instruments
for economic control.115
Ecosystem services can therefore create a
long-term perspective on sustainable development within community planning, create a
broader understanding for the development of
new projects, and clearer visions that contribute
to stronger leadership.116

Tengvard, 2015.
ibid.
Louise Hård af Segerstad, Policy dialogue, 1 December 2015, Global Utmaning.
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The Swedish Environment Protection Agency’s definition of ecosystem services used in the Swedish Government Official Report SOU 2013: 68
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Maria Schultz, Policy dialogue, 1 December, 2015, Global Utmaning.
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SDG 11.7
“By 2030 provide universal access to safe, inclusive and accessible, green and
public spaces, in particular for women and children, older persons and persons
with disabilities.”
Photo: Apelöga

Chapter 4.

NORDIC URBAN
SOCIO-ECONOMIC WELL-BEING
SDG 11.7 indicates the importance of the social
dimension in order to “make cities inclusive, safe,
resilient and sustainable”. Cities that are committed to the quality of life or social well-being of its
citizens are usually dedicated to productivity and
equality, and to see their mutually reinforcing effects. Local governments that prioritise the public
need in the urban development, provide public
goods, infrastructure, services and spaces, and automatically demonstrate their commitment to the
well-being to their citizens. Accessibility for all,
physically as well as mentally, to the cities’ public
117

UN-Habitat, World Cities Report 2016.

spaces are important factors for public health and
public safety, but also for community cohesion,
civic identity and civic empowerment.117 This
part of the study focuses on how Nordic cities are
working to ensure the socio-economic well-being
of their citizens with a stong focus on public space. Emphasis on public space is key as the city by
definition must be accessible to the public if it is
to fulfil its democratic responsibility. It is through
the provision of good public spaces, institutions
and services that local government can guarantee
the socio-economic well-being of all its citizens.
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Employment and Unemployment in Selected Metropolitan Areas (2014)
Unemployment as a
share of the labour
force (%)

Metropolitan

Labour force of the

Employment of the

Unemployment of the

areas

metropolitan area

metropolitan area as

metropolitan area as

as a share of national

a share of national

a share of national

value (%)

value (%)

value (%)

Copenhagen

38,5

38,3

40,2

6,9

Helsinki

31,4

31,9

26,4

7,3

Oslo

27,0

27,1

23,2

3,0

Stockholm

24,1

24,3

21,4

7,1

Gothenburg

9,7

9,8

9,5

7,8

Malmö

7,2

7,0

9,1

10,1

Source: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (2016) OECD.Stat. online database

Challenges
Many Nordic cities are experiencing growing
inequalities in areas such as health.118 Spatial and
social segregation is increasing in many cities,
and is becoming an alarming problem in larger
cities.
Ethnic segregation is increasing in pace with
the continuous widening of socio-economic gaps,
primarily among low income groups, unlike high
income groups where ethnic segregation actually
is declining.119 There is therefore an urging need
of public spaces serving as public meeting places
with a potential to bridge social and spatial segregation in society. This puts pressure on planning
with reference to prioritising accessible public
space.120

LESSONS LEARNED SOCIO-ECONOMIC
WELL-BEING: DIVERSITY AS STRENGTH
• HUMAN CAPITAL • MEETING PLACES
• PUBLIC SPACE • RIGHT TO THE CITY

Anna Balkfors, Policy dialogue, 18 februari 2016, Global Utmaning.
Roger Andersson, Policy dialogue, 18 februari 2016, Global Utmaning.
Katarina Luhr, Policy dialogue, 18 februari 2016, Global Utmaning.
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Andersson et al, 2016.
122
Christer Larsson, interview, 28 April 2016, Malmö.
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What is then needed for modern community
planning to create a functioning everyday life in
urban environments? Today’s development and
growth requires that the structures of society are
constantly being up to date. In this, political will
plays a decisive role as structures, regulations
and community planning are steered by political
directives, and community planning is automatically damaged by political fragmentation.121
In the following section we show a number of
examples of how Nordic social initiatives have
evolved in a sustainable direction.

Good practices
Malmö: The courage to test
Malmö shows innovative work in improving the
socio-economic situation based on the conviction that meeting places bring people of different
socio-economical background and ethnicity together. Malmö’s strength is also its challenge: the
socio-economically challenging areas are situated
in the center close to more resourceful areas. This
creates a multicultural environment and a diversity in the city in several aspects. The city actively
manages the strength of this diversity, and the
leadership stresses the importance of allowing
city officials to be professional in meeting the
challenge and capitalising on the diversity.122
The Commission for a Socially Sustainable
Malmö concluded its work in 2013 by presenting
a final report to the city executive board.
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Its recommendations evolved oround a social
investment perspective, emphasising knowledge alliances as well as democratic governance.
The work is now continuing on the basis of the
commission’s recommendations with proposals
for actions for socially sustainable development such as more equal access to health care in
Malmö. To support implementation, a total of 30
new commissions have been launched by various
administrations for further in-depht studies.123
According to politicians and civil servants,
the strength of Malmö lies in the good interplay
between the visions at the political level and
the municipal administration. From this a brave
testing culture has been fostered leading to several pilot projects for public space in the search
for a good social environment. What is decisive
for whether pilot projects of this kind lead to
long-term results lies not only in evaluating and
analysing the results but also the mistakes, and
ultimately in using that in the next round. A culture of risk-taking and testing has evolved over
several political terms of office, and in Malmö
urban planning has become a tool in the wider
perspective.124

Katrin
Stjernfeldt-Jammeh,
Mayor of Malmö
(Photo: Jens Ohlsson)

One cost-effective resource for Malmö in the
transition is the inhabitants’ strong willingness to
change. “Anything but this”, has been a common
argument. The residents of Malmö do generally
not look back to the city’s past but are instead
committed to its future.
Karolina Skog, the city commissioner with

special responsibility for traffic issues and town
planning, was short after the interview appointed
Minister of Environment in the Swedish government. She emphasises the importance of an integrated approach in the daily work. The Malmö
Commission had concluded that physical barriers
become mental maps, which further prevent
social sustainability. A physical barrier of this kind
could be a road or a highway. Knowledge about
such physical barriers and their social impact are
today a part of Malmö’s values; the challenge lies
in keeping these values alive.125
The socio-economic work in Malmö is in this
way closely and clearly linked to other political
areas. Within the transport sector for instance,
bicycle priorities in the city are promoted with reference to both its positive social and environmental influences on the urban environment. One
vision for the transportation sector in Malmö
is that all children should have the right to ride
their bicycle to school, which requires creating
the prerequisites for all these journeys to be possible, simple and safe.126
The methods used to promote walking and
cycling came primarily from the municipal environmental work. They have been upgraded to fit
other political areas and have inspired methods
for a social approach in urban planning. For
example, the awareness of these barriers became clear in the project Living Malmö which was
launched in 2014, promoting collaboration across
several administrations in order to link the city
together and avoid segregation.
It is important that the leadership is at the
forefront when it comes to new ideas and investment possibilities, and invests in projects that
brings forth multiple advantages, being benefitial
both from a socio-economical as well as from an
environmental perspective. This is particularly
important when dealing with relatively small
resources. The bicycle is such a strategic issue
for the development of the whole city of Malmö,
especially as the city has a young population.
Taking the conflict with cars becomes a question of equality and democracy. As a vital part of

Mikael Stigendal & Per-olof Östergren (red.). Malmös väg mot en hållbar framtid - hälsa, välfärd och rättvisa. Revised edition, 3. Malmö: Kommission för ett socialt hållbart
Malmö. December 2013. Available: http://malmo.se/Kommun--politik/Socialt-hallbart-Malmo/Kommission-for-ett-socialt-hallbart-Malmo.html, (downloaded 01-09-2016).
Karolina Skog, interview, 27 April 2016, Malmö.
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Larsson, 2016.
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Skog, 2016.
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Malmö’s mission it must tackle the barriers that
divide the town and that consequently results in
inequality. Today, the number of cars in the city
centre is declining, despite the fact that the city is
growing.127
The Mayor of Malmö, Katrin StjernfeldtJammeh’s vision is precisely this: “Growing and
reorganising simultaneously.”128 Malmö is a
young global city where 40% of the population
are under 29 years of age, and 50% of all children
speak a different language at home. The diversity
and its international citizens are regarded as an
asset, and the language skills are used in major
international gatherings.129
One can say that Malmö pursues an active
we-project130. In Malmö people often move
around in the same urban areas, irrespective of
their socio-economic backgrounds. The work
of change has therefore to a certain extent been
forced on the city, which also has made the process progressive in nature.
The interest in the common vision of a sustainable Malmö that stays together is shared by
many people. In order to move in that direction,
the city is convinced that it has to address challenges in thematic programmes, rather than in
geographical programmes, in developing its city
districts. Furthermore, the recommendations of
the Malmö Commission were exactly to not make
the social issues a separate part of politics, but
that it should permeate the entire organisation.131

SUCCESS FACTORS FOR MALMÖ
TO HAVE THE COURAGE TO TEST:
• ANALYSING ROOT CAUSES
• WORKING SYSTEMATICALLY
• DIVERSITY AS KNOWLEDGE
SOURCE • SMALL BUDGET
• ADDED VALUE / POOR STARTING
POINT • THE WILL TO CHANGE

ibid.
Katrin Stjernfeldt Jammeh, interview, 27 April 2016, Malmö.
ibid.
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Stjernfeldt Jammeh, 2016.
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Linda Gustafsson, interview, 26 May 2016, Umeå.
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Gustafsson, 2016.
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Linda Gustafsson, Umeå
Equal Opportunity Strategist
(Photo: Caroline Wrangsten)

Umeå: Institutionalising Equality
The Umeå Municipality has appointed an gender
equality strategist, Linda Gustafsson, to operate
at all levels, together with economists, analysts
and development strategists in the planning
office. The gender equality Strategist was introduced in 1989 as the first of its kind in Sweden. Her
focus is currently on urban planning issues.132
The strategist is coordinating the Political
Committee on Equal Opportunities and is responsible for the preparation of equality matters
to the municipal council. Central is to analyse
power relationships in decision-making process
in general and power in relation to public space
in particular. One method in urban planning is
“the gendered landscape” where transformation
of city districts are analysed from a justice perspective on the basis of different groups’ perceptions and experiences of the place.133
Central to the work on equal opportunities
in the municipality, is the Strategy for Work on
Equal Opportunities. The municipal council provides goals and directives, where equality and an
understanding of power create coherence throughout the planning process. The equal opportunity
strategist stresses the importance of equality
issues being part of the master planning, then to
be included in the detailed planning process and
further in the process of construction, to ultimately reoccur in adaptation of housing.134
When it comes to master planning, the aim is
to complement with under-represented forms
of housing. Key is to create a greater understanding of structures of power, by putting focus
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on people’s everyday lives, flows in the city,
and feelings of entitlement. It is important that
the municipality makes its position clear in the
production phase, in order to create a city that is
not segregated.135 Existing guidelines are central,
such as the Policy for Equal Housing which states
that residential areas should be densified with the
type of housing that is not already to be found
there.136
In the upcoming thematic master plan, for
complementing central parts of the city, social

SUCCESS FACTORS FOR UMEÅ TO
INSTITUTIONALISE EQUALITY:
• LEARN FROM STATISTICS • LEARN
FROM EVIDENCE BASED KNOWLEDGE
• MOVE FROM BUSINESS AS USUAL
sustainability will be placed at the top of the
agenda: What do different city districts look like?
Who lives there and how do they live? What is
the state of public spaces, communications and
services? How may flows between the various
city districts be created to support connections
and meetings between people in the city? These
questions provide good examples of how these
issues are taken seriously and are seen as a central part in the municipal planning.137

Stockholm: The street as public space
The leading idea in Stockholm is to push back
car traffic in order to provide space for cyclists
and pedestrians.138 In association with the 2016
budget, the Traffic Office is commissioned to,
together with private sector and citizens, finding
places for pop-up parks and pedestrian streets
with potential to vitalise the public space. The
vision is that this experiment will contribute to
the development of new regulations and strategies that enables initiators in Stockholm to
Gustafsson, 2016.
ibid.
ibid.
138
Helldén, 2016.
139
ibid.
140
ibid.
141
ibid.
142
ibid.
143
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135
136
137

carry out activities and create meeting places
in the public space in the future.139 This chimes
well with the vision of public space in “A Living
Stockholm”, where the aim is to create prerequisites for activities and places in the public space
that may not be found without the will of initiators, Stockholmers and politicians.140
With regards to social injustice, the City
Commissioner for Traffic does not believe that a
transformation from car to public transport and
bike will involve major problems for Stockholmers. He does not believe that the inhabitants
of Stockholm are in need of their car as much as
they think, and for this reason they are choosing
to develop an even more compact inner city.141
Changes of rules and regulations may, on the
other hand, be needed for a period to facilitate
for initiators to co-create shared public spaces.
It is imperative that local government officials
and politicians are in tune, and that there are
clear political directives to push through adopted
strategies.142 Despite recent evolutions, the city
of Stockholm has been built for cars for 60 years,
and if a major change will become reality, politicians will have to be bold and directive. There
is a growing consensus for change from a city of
cars to a city of public transport, and new initiatives are coming from both officials and private
sectors.143

SUCCESS FACTORS FOR
STOCKHOLM TO MAKE THE
STREET PUBLIC SPACE:
• STREETS AS PUBLIC SPACE
• RIGHT TO THE STREET
• TESTING FOR SHORT PERIODS
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Ways ahead
The form or design of an area can have larger
implications on the socio-economic opportunities for its inhabitans than we tend to
think. Factors such as income, education and
unemployment can be addressed through good
urban planning. Urban transformation in areas
with low socio-economic status can therefore
have greater effects than estimated. However, it
often require social investments in pilot projects
where the benefits of a measure can be assessed,
and the working method can be improved if this
is required.
Spatial features and measures holds the
potential to create prerequisites for a mixed city,
as to social and ethnical composition as well as
regarding functions and esthetics, creating new
opportunities for labour market and services.144
In addition, with good urban planning, trust
may grow. Good public spaces have the capacity
to build communities. Apropriate design and
apportionment of resources to public space, can
create a sort of urban system service with positive effect on segregation, among other things.145

144
145
146

Andersson et al, 2016.
Ann Legeby, Policy Dialogue, 18 February 2016, Global Utmaning.
Andersson et al, 2016-02-18.

Research and citizens can contribute with
knowledge about the needs of the users, their
preferences and priorities. A common issue is
however how that knowledge can be integrated
into the municipal work. This requires institutionalised cooperation and exchange of knowledge
at multiple levels. The market has shown its
incapacity in constructing the sustainable city
on its own, which means that politics needs to
play a more prominent and powerful role in, for
example, the development of housing and public
space. The creation of the sustainable city is
therefore to a great extent a question of renewed
confidence in politicians as well as a question
on democratic sustainability in addition to the
social, economic and ecological dimensions of
sustainability.146
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SDG 11.3
“By 2030 enhance inclusive and sustainable urbanization and capacity for
participatory, integrated and sustainable human settlement planning and
management in all countries.”
Photo: Kaique Rocha

Chapter 5.

NORDIC URBAN PARTICIPATION
SDG 11.3 indicates the importance of participation in order to “make cities inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable”. Increasing global wealth
has unfortunately been coupled with increased
inequality, not only in developing countries but
also in richer Nordic cities. Knowing that equality
has a strong impact on economic performance,
optimal asset utilisation and the strengthening
of social cohesion, it should be a priority for local
leaders to strive for its implementation. Inclusion
is a key factor for equality. In urban development

147

UN-Habitat. World Cities Report 2016. 2016.

one measure to increase inclusion, and in the
long run equality, is through extensive citizen
participation. Only by listening to the needs of
the population can governments provide the
conditions that enable everyone to realise their
full potential, harnessing collective benefits and
removing discriminating barriers. As said, “there is no substitute for government leadership
to address issues of equality, with civil society
playing advocacy, support and complementary
roles”.147
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Perception about Nordic Cities’ most important problems (3 most mentioned issues)
Perception about Nordic Cities’ most important problems (3 most mentioned issues)
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Challenges
What are the prerequisites for public participation within the framework of a new sustainability
policy? Public participation and involvement is
often expressed trough protests and demonstrations, as a result of a mobilisation around certain
issues considered to be wrong. These protests are
often the result of public politics being unable to
provide adequate institutions. Also, if the political
process is not considered to be democratically
legitimate, there is a high probability for public
disapproval. Often, it is because of a lack of
communication between decision-makers and
citizens.
Creating political legitimacy is therefore crucial
in order to deal with resistance. Communication
between those elected and their supporters or
opponents is key in order for resistance to be
tackled in a beneficial way for urban processes
and projects. When resistance is observed at a
late stage in the planning process, it often leads
to a widespread frustration between the parties.
There is, however, reason to be clear on which
areas are of significance for participation. For
example, to discuss minor issues or not following
up on the result of public dialogue, can sometimes lead to even more frustration.148
Inequality is common in many cities. Often
privileged groups take decisions that affect the
masses, which in turn leads to even more
widespread political inequality. Many cities lack
representation of various groups in society, which
148
149

Michele Micheletti, Policy dialogue, 9 May 2016, Global Utmaning.
Nazem Tahvilzadeh, Policy dialogue, 9 May 2016, Global Utmaning.

result in the political leadership and the administration being unaware of their needs. Sustainability implies a redistribution of resources with
the aim of resolving common problems, but if
these are not related to real needs of the citizens,
strategies risk becoming excluding. Participation
is, thereby, an assurance of quality.
Dealing with resistance, creating legitimacy
and ensuring quality requires a broad citizen
dialogue on the major issues within sustainable
urban development. In this sense, the Nordic
countries are far from being world leaders. Would
it make a difference if more areas were opened
up for political participation? Would it strengthen
people’s ability to resolve problems and influence
decisions? Or would processes of dialogue only
favour those who already occupy positions of
power within the system?149
In the following section we show a number
of examples of how Nordic initiatives for citizen participation have evolved in a sustainable
direction.

LESSONS LEARNED: PARTICIPATION
• DEMOCRATIC DIMENSION
• NEEDS ASSESSMENT • ASSURING
QUALITY • RIGHT TO THE CITY
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Good practices
Malmö: Youth participation central for
democracy
The collaboration with actors outside the administration are according to the political leadership
in Malmö goal-oriented rather than micro-managed. A strength is the city’s relatively inexpensive
facilities and its active business life with the interest to invest and develop the city together. With
a generous public policy, actors, private as well as
from civil society, can help to create and contribute to a testing culture.150 For example, agreements
are made with private actors in socially deprived
areas to refurbish the Million Programme.
Lobbying is based on special interests and few
people lobby for what is complex and long-term.
This is where the political leadership comes in.151
According to Christer Larsson, the Director of
Urban Planning of the city of Malmö, the housing
shortage is in need of quick temporary solutions,
but cannot be left in the hands of the landowners. He argues that temporary housing should
be placed on the most valuable land – otherwise
there is a risk they will turn into slum areas as
temporary housing becomes permanent. Participation is in this process crucial to respond to
the needs of the people waiting to find adequate
housing. With the aim of reaching citizens in
dialogue, the city offered free bus trips to popular shopping centres and officials informed and
talked to people during the journey.152
The city of Malmö launched the UNGBO
project, which has contributed considerably with
knowledge about the shortage of housing for
young citizens. Within the project studies on how
young people wish to live were communicated to
the market, results which were used in the planning for housing. Perhaps the results may even to
some extent be used in the provision of housing
for immigrant groups in the future.
UNGBO especially answered the question of
how the municipality best can function as a link
between the citizens and the constructors. The
dialogue successfully led to greater understanSkog, 2016.
Larsson, 2016.
ibid.
153
Wadman, 2016
154
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155
Tapani, 2016.
156
Tapani, 2016.
150
151
152

dings of differing viewpoints. The municipality is
now exploring how they best can take this from
the planning phase to the production phase in a
planned pilot project. The purpose is to involve
people in building their own homes, in order to
facilitate the possibility to directly influence their
own situation while at the same time a transference of knowledge is taking place and job
opportunities are being created.153

SUCCESS FACTORS FOR MALMÖ TO
IMPROVE YOUTH PARTICIPATION:
• REAL NEEDS • NEEDS ASSESSMENTS
• UNDERSTAND OTHER PEOPLE’S
VIEWS • QUALITY ASSURANCE
• FACILITATE IMPLEMENTATION

Umeå: From citizen dialogue to citizen
collaboration
The involvement of leadership in citizen dialogue
is considered a driving force, and for this reason,
a new strategy for cooperation with the non-profit sector has been developed by the municipality
of Umeå. A connecting thread in the municipality’s vision is to keep citizen dialogue active.154
With support from the National Board of
Housing, Building and Planning and in collaboration with Umeå University more than 400
apartments have been renovated after a fire, with
a major focus on residential influence. In order to
achieve maximum sustainability, the municipality
financed a PhD position to follow the project.155
A guarantee was given that the renovation would
not lead to higher levels of rents. In order to
understand what improvements were priority to
the tennants, prototypes of apartment buildings
were presented that they could visit. It resulted in
building modestly but not luxuriously in order to
keep the rents down.156
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Another collaborative project between several actors run by AB Bostaden is The Ecologist,
a project that enables tenants to see their use of
electricity, immediately after use. This system is
now installed in 600 buildings. The rent is adjusted according to how much electricity one uses
each month.157
Umeå municipality specifically work with
vulnerable groups, such as young women, in
the planning of the city and of the public space.
This makes it possible not only to see who is

Henrik Sarri
Participatory Planner, Lahti.

participating, but also to analyse what kinds of
viewpoints belong to different groups. Patterns
are created on the basis of these views which are
subsequently taken into account in planning.158

Lahti: Centralising a participatory planner
In order to improve the city’s work on participation, Lahti has created a new position among the
planners. Henrik Sarri is a participatory planner
with the overall responsibility for running and
developing Lahti’s urban planning participation.
This initiative came jointly from both the municipal architects and the decision makers. It was
a natural evolution as citizen participation is not
only considered as a question of democracy, but
also a as question of sustainability. By integrating the citizens at an early stage of the planning
process, new creative ideas can be integrated into
the project and the risk of receiving complaints
at a later stage of the process can be considerably reduced. The demand for citizen dialogue
ibid.
Gustafsson, 2016.
Henrik Saari, interview 8 April 2016, Stockholm.
160
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161
Saari, 2016.
162
ibid.
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is repeated in Lahti’s planning and regulatory
documents. This creates a clear mandate for initiatives for citizen participation and sends a clear
signal of the importance of the influence and
voice of the citizens.
In the City Strategy for 2016, the leadership
made five operational promises, out of which
three firmly support the work of the participatory
planner, and the development of citizen dialogue.159 They will encourage self-responsibility
and participation; carry out services flexibly and
effectively; work to improve competitiveness and
take care of the environment; work interactively
and responsibly; and boldly renew structures and
operation methods.160
The master plan was just recently approved
and is highly interlinked with the city strategy.
Lahti updates its master plan in a four year cycles,
which means that in the beginning of a new cycle
they formulate goals for the master plan to correspond with the city strategy.161
The city is convinced that it is important to
work actively in order to include several groups
in society. In an attempt to reach out to younger generations, Lahti is trying to make use of
new channels, particularly of social media. New
methods are tested, for instance the smart phone
applications. The app Porukka was developed in
collaboration with a local company and constantly gathers citizens’ views and ideas about the
spaces of the city. The age group primarily using
the app are citizens between 25 to 40.162
The city also directly targets specific groups.
Working directly with schools, teachers and
students are invited to participate in the development of the city in terms of for example spatial
planning. Contact has also been made with youth
organisations and associations for people with
disabilities. Workshops on issues that are top
priority for these groups have been established.
Currently, the municipality is specifically working
on methods to reach out to those citizens who
stand outside society, such as the unemployed.163
Interactive and well-planned workshops
reaching differing groups is an important
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method. When groups of opposite views are to
meet, working constructively alongside a clear
focus on exploring new ideas, is of importance
to create a constructive and fruitful dialogue.
The purpose is to keep a common focus on the
goal and to reach consensus. To have a structured
outline for the workshops is important, not only
to keep up the momentum during the dialogue
itself, but also as a guarantee to the participants
that their time is not being wasted. Keeping in
mind that discussion is an end in itself, even if
everyone wants to see results.164
In Lahti the citizens have become a resource
for the planners and the inhabitants are therefore involved at the earliest stage of the planning
process.165 The results of the citizen dialogues
are documented and are recounted in the master
plan which is available on the city’s homepage.
In the master plan, the results of the dialogues
are visualised in graphic models, and some of the

written content is marked in specific colours if it
is a result from a dialogue.166
In Lahti the leadership is closely integrated
in the work with citizen participation, and the
participatory planner feels that he has a strong
support from the leadership. There is however
always a need for a deepened understanding,
both internally and externally. Particularly, regarding the amount of resources that are actually
required, in order for the vision of an inclusive
city to be realised.167

SUCCESS FACTORS FOR LAHTI TO
CENTRALISE A PARTICIPATORY PLANNER
• CENTRAL POSITION • POLITICAL
SUPPORT • MAINSTREAMING

Photo: Caroline Wrangsten
Saari, 2016.
ibid.
ibid.
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167
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A PARTICIPATORY PLANNER

MAYOR

PARTICIPATORY PLANNER

PARTICIPATORY MASTER PLAN

Inclusive
City Strategy
A
B
C
D
E

WE WILL:
A. Encourage self-responsibility
and participation
B. Carry out services flexibly
and effectively
C. We will work to improve
competitiveness and take care
of the environment
D. Work interactively and responsibly
E. Boldly renew structures and
operation methods

Note: The term ”Mayor” in the picture is used as synonym to "The Executive Board” as the Mayors in most Nordic countries are not directly elected.
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Ways ahead
Investments in social development are of benefit
for society. Combining social mobilisation and,
for example, the refurbishment of housing areas
can increase employment among the population
and create socio-economical profits.168 However,
knowing the needs and priorities of the population is key. There are therefore major gains to
be made in encouraging and increasing citizen
participation, beyond the democratic obvious
effects.169
Despite the fact that a major planning project
is the results of a majority decision, the inhabitants’ view of its legitimacy differs depending on
various reasons. This tension in urban planning
is important, as it contributes to various interests
being expressed, which is an important feature
of democracy. Ensuring quality of decisions is
however dependent on the interplay between
the various parties – politicians, officials, citizens. The result is dependent on how conflicts
of interest are dealt with, and if there is a mutual
respect between the different parties.170

Ingvar Nilsson, Policy Dialogue, 9 May 2016, Global Utmaning.
Ana Heide, Policy Dialogue, 9 May 2016, Global Utmaning.
Micheletti, 9 May 2016.
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Whether a conflict becomes an obstacle or an
opportunity depends to a large extent on how
tensions are dealt with. There is often a great
deal of prestige in various development projects,
which creates a need for flexible, sensitive conflict managers and problem-solvers.171 Ultimately, it comes down to elected representatives
taking responsibility for a democratic assignment
and delivering adequate services and infrastructure to the citizens. At the end of the day,
there must be a desire to encourage and take
dialogues forward within the planning process.
The value of focusing on dialogues lies in the
fact that it provides platforms for wide participation. The overarching aim must be to increase
democracy. Citizen participation must not only
be a tool for progress in urban planning, but also
become the citizens’ own tool for making the
change that they need.172
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SDG 11
”By 2030 make cities inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable”
Photo: Dave Meier

Results

A NORDIC LEADERSHIP MODEL
Nordic urban development
in a global perspective
This study has emphasised the growing significance of cities in sustainable development, both
locally and globally. Cities are, in other words,
recognised as “a gathering force”.173 This makes
new demands on local political decisionmakers in leading and steering development,
and through collaboration financing and creating
measures for sustainable urban development.
Cities need specific solutions that are adapted to
their problems of urban structure and urban life
and flows of goods, energy and resources. Effec173

UN-Habitat, World Cities Report 2016, 2016.

tive solutions are those that exploit the strengths
and opportunities each city possesses in order
to build long-term sustainability. There is a need
for a value-creating development process that
enhances aspects such as attractiveness, security
and ecosystem services in each city.
We emphasize the experiences of Nordic cities
because they are relatively well off from a global
perspective. One prerequisite for sustainable urban development is that the city leadership takes
challenges seriously and finds long-term stable
strategies that are retained across electoral periods and which engage citizens, local companies
and other stakeholders in their realisation.
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City Prosperity Index and components						
City

CPI (five
dimensions)

Productivity
index

Quality of life
index

Infrastructure
index

Environment
index

Equity index

Helsinki

0.993

0.890

0.905

0.997

0.944

0.890

Oslo

0.924

0.870

0.914

0.997

0.939

0.903

Copenhagen

0.913

0.855

0.871

0.997

0.928

0.922

Stockholm

0.898

0.896

0.925

0.995

0.921

0.767

Source: UN-Habitat, State of the World Cities 2012/2013

This publication has focused on how local
decision-making can create a basis for sustainable urban development. Among the Nordic cities
we find that level of governance and finance that
the UN highlights as success factors. No other
region in the world is characterised by such a
far-reaching municipal self-government as the
Nordic cities and municipalities. In addition,
there are few other examples of local government which have such a extensive self-financing
through income tax at a local level. But this also
requires that the local leadership works in a
long-term, purposefully manner, performing its
services through broad collaborations.
When UN-Habitat identifies factors promoting
urban prosperity, such as decentralisation polices
or appropriate institutions,174 most are already
present in the Nordic cities. Identified impediments to the prosperity of cities, such as corruption and lack of an appropriate infrastructure,175
are again rarely present in the Nordic region.
When the City Prosperity Index (CPI) was launched, based on the dimensions of urban prosperity, all Nordic cities included in the statistical material were top-ranked – Stockholm (4), Helsinki
(5), Oslo (8) and Copenhagen (15). For example,
Stockholm is ranked world leader when it comes
to “quality of life”, and in “infrastructure”
top-ranking is shared by Oslo, Helsinki and
Copenhagen. Helsinki is leading the “environment” ranking and Copenhagen the “equity”
index. One could argue that the successful Nordic
“welfare” model of governance has spilled over
174
175
176

ibid. p xv
ibid. p xvii
Lukas Smas, interview, 1 June 2016, Stockholm.

into a Nordic model for sustainable urban development. The Nordic cities clearly stand out when
one examines the global city prosperity index (see
table above).
The Nordic cities, with their high level of
urbanisation, municipal self-government and
tax financing in combination with a successful
welfare system, therefore form a good testbed for
studying what really contributes to sustainable
urban development. In a global sustainability
debate, the Nordic cities have especially distinguished themselves in ecological sustainability,
in particular in their ability to develop technical
systems such as district heating, water purification, regional handling of waste and recycling.
From a global perspective, it is clear that several Nordic cities have unique opportunities to
demonstrate interesting examples of sustainable
urban development. However, as regards social
sustainability, this study have shown that they
have more seldom shown to be good examples.
There are several interesting initiatives, but few
comprehensive solutions that have achieved
broader breakthroughs. Institutionalisation has
proven to be the difficult thing.176
This report has been an attempt to illustrate
examples of how the Nordic cities have ended up
where they are today. From a European perspective Nordic planning models are often mentioned
as exemplary. But within the Nordic region there
are nevertheless major differences in how one
meets the urban challenges. What is decisive is
that legislation and the relationship between
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state and municipality differs between the Nordic
countries. For example, the housing situation is
very different in the Nordic cities because of the
variety of national housing policies. In Norway,
private ownership has been the starting point,
and various projects have been implemented
in order to facilitate saving for buying a home.
In Finland, various types of social housing exist
which do not exist in the other Nordic countries.
In Sweden, some municipalities own housing
companies in order to intensify competition with
private developers in parallel with a regulation
system that restricts the market’s rights to decide
freely on rents. To conclude, a single Nordic model for housing provision is lacking.

A leadership model
Global Utmaning has for several years studied
leadership for sustainable urban development. In previous leadership studies with a global
focus, the role of the mayor has been central.
These studies showed that a strong leadership for
sustainable urban development was based on the
political capacity to articulate a vision, generate
alternatives to the current situation and prevailing policy, convince other people that another
reality was possible, form alliances, and to be
well prepared to seize the opportunity for change
when it occurs.177
Several other actors have carried out similar
studies and have come to similar conclusions.
Among others, the Swedish Association of Local
Authorities and Regions (SALAR) has focused
on the role of political leaders and decision-makers in leading communities towards sustainable
development. Key factors in success have been
summarised as developing and realising a shared
vision; mobilising stakeholders to share ownership; bridging boundaries and ensuring continuity, and promoting integrated working, the last
referring to working within local government,
between local governments, and between local
government and urban development stakeholders – especially the citizens. Also Mistra Urban

Futures’ emphasis on co-production has underlined the immense value of working together to
find historically, culturally and socially adequate
local values and solutions to future challenges.
Central to this discussion is what Ellinor
Ostrom wrote in Governing the Commons: “All
policy should be seen as an experiment that must
continuously be evaluated in the light of new
information.” 178 This implies that policymaking is
providing reliable and relevant information, being
able to manage and resolve conflicts, reinforce
adherence to the laws and regulations and assist
with effective infrastructure for the use of resources and encourage adaptation and change.179
This study defines the leadership from this
wider perspective, in which power at different
levels formes a central part. In the Nordic municipalities and cities, the form of governance leads
to demands for a broad consensus, which is one
of the contributory factors in the success of the
Nordic model. A number of other success factors
common for political leaders, both in Nordic
cities and globally, are politically strong and visionary leadership, coordinated decision-making,
innovative and integrated urban planning, technical knowledge and institutional capacity, good
communications, continuity and participation.180
This report draws attention to the Nordic leadership as an important tool for cities in pursuing a more sustainable urban development. We
therefore automatically take a step from merely
focussing on a strong leadership, to systems and
forms of policymaking in which leadership, governance and management interact and play different
but crucial roles. We have chosen to call this model Nordic Urban Ways. It is an attempt to present
a comprehensive approach that instrumentalise
sustainable urban development. For different
levels of responsibility, main tasks are highlighted and an attempt to an indicative check-list is
elaborated. For each step, references to various
practices developed in the cities illustrate good
examples of Nordic urban sustainable development.

Richard Murray, Policy dialogue, 6 April 2016, Global Utmaning.
Ellinor Ostrom. Governing the commons: The evolution of institutions for collective action. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 1990.
ibid.
180
Conclusions from Global Challenge Leadership for Sustainable Cities – An international Outlook, 2014
177
178
179
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Nordic Urban Ways – a leadership model for sustainable urban development
Level of
responsibility

Main tasks

Checklist

City reference

Leadership

Defining challenges

• Independent of short-termism, populist movements,
party competition, business lobbying
• Putting local issues in a global perspective and
vice versa
• Imagining concrete goals

Lillestrøm, p. 13–14, 23
Gothenburg, p. 29–30
Stockholm, p. 15–16, 38
Helsinki, p. 31

Developing a vision

• Broad enough to include all segments of society
• Sufficiently long-term, challenging yet realistic
• Inspire hope and efforts

Umeå, p. 14–15, 37–38
Helsinki, p. 31
Gothenburg, p. 29–30
Lillestrøm, p. 13–14, 23

Building coalitions

• Learning from policies of international organizations
• Bring opposition and positive forces in society
aboard
• Storytelling and communicating vision to the public,
to explain and gain support

Malmö, p. 35–37, 43
Reykjavik, p.30
Lahti, p. 44–45
Copenhagen, p. 28–29

Co-production turning
vision into action

• Assessing alternative courses of action
• Breaking with conventional wisdom
• Creating platforms of competence within and
outside the administration

Stockholm, p. 15–16,
21-22, 38
Reykjavik, p. 30
Lillestrøm, p. 13–14, 23
Lahti, p. 44–45
Umeå, p. 43–44
Copenhagen, p. 22–23

Developing a strategy

• With built in synergies – mutually reinforcing
policies in various fields
• That supports policies in other fields
• Develop a step-by-step strategy

Gothenburg, p. 29–30
Malmö, p. 35–37
Lillestrøm, p. 13–14, 23

Defining an action plan

• Comprehensive but detailed enough
• Yet flexible
• Defining stakeholders and partners

Copenhagen, p. 22–23,
28–29
Lahti, p. 44–45
Umeå, p. 14–15, 37–38

Exploiting opportunities

•
•
•
•

Umeå, p. 14–15, 37–38,
43–44
Malmö, p. 35–37, 43
Helsinki, p. 31

Implementation

• Act on the strategy but avoid business as usual
• Monitor progress
• Be prepared to revise actions taken

Reykjavik, p. 30
Malmö, p. 35–37, 43
Copenhagen, p. 22–23,
28–29

Monitoring and evaluation

• Continuous evaluation
• Focus on lessons learned not only on success and
failure
• Learn from mistakes and move forward from there

Stockholm, p. 21–22, 38
Copenhagen, p. 22–23
Malmö, p. 35–37

Governance

Management

Rely on existing knowledge and updated information
Seize possibilities to build synergies
Imagine testing-environments
Recruit the right person for the right task

Source: Global Utmaning 2016

Important conclusions from the Nordic Urban
Ways model are that urban development can
go in a sustainable direction more effectively
when action plans, strategies, guidelines, goals
and visions describe clear areas of responsibility.
However, the clarity must not create barriers for
innovative ideas as decision-making deadlock
may prevent new approaches, ideas and manners.

Politics should interact with the world of research,
business and civil society but allow city officials
to function as the glue between political decision-makers and citizens. Regulatory documents
should, however, be so clear that officials do not
have an interpretative prerogative. Clear communication and a clear division of areas of responsibility between politicians and city officials are
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a prerequisite for a successful implementation of
plans, hence creating continuity in the planning
process.
In order to contribute to the democratic
process and engender support for a sustainable
direction of urban development, it is decisive to
hold continuous discussions with the citizens. It
is vital, because the citizens will be affected by
any changes and adjustments but also because of
the knowledge they embody. The key to success
is clarity and innovative ways of informing and
involving the citizens in the work of change must
constantly evolve with a changing population.
Depending on existing conditions and opportunities for financing, decision-makers should
as far as possible be visionary. Both a small-scale
and large-scale testing culture should be encouraged within urban development. The effects
of different political areas can, in this way, be
brought on by testing out innovative ideas. The
peculiarities and opportunities of cities can, in the
same way, be used in the work of change. Factors
such as cultural heritage, history, climate and
topography which differentiate cities can create
unique opportunities.181
The basis for a sustainable rather than strong
leadership is a clear vision in combination with
the ability to bring other actors on board. Common for a visionary approach is to communicate
that the future is changeable and that another
reality is possible. The other way around, good
preparedness, broad cooperation, flexibility regarding political instruments and a test-bed-approach, create prerequisites for a stable leadership
model and measures for sustainability adaptation.
In combination with management by objectives
and clear strategies this may ultimately contribute
to a sustainable urban development182

181
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CONCLUSION
As the large majority of the world’s energy use
and GDP is generated in the rapidly growing
cities, long-term sustainable global development
will stand or fall with urban development. It is
therefore primarily in the cities where poverty
could be fought and the climate saved. If we are
to be the generation that puts an end to both poverty and climate change, our cities must develop
in a totally new sustainable manner. New urban
areas must be planned sustainably at the same
time as old city districts are transformed through
measures such as energy efficiency, safer public
space and better integration of the public transport system to accomplish social, economic and
ecological sustainability.
The majority of the global population is
already urban, and within the coming twenty
years possibly eight out of ten will live in the city.
At the same time, already today one in seven of
the world’s city dwellers live in informal slum
areas. Inequalities are increasing globally and
the Nordic countries are no exception. At the
same time, the Nordic cities are often regarded
as world leaders both in the fight against poverty
and in climate change. This study has therefore
tried to show how the Nordic countries can provide good examples in a global context.
As we embarked on this study, the 2030 Agenda for sustainable development was launched
just recently and this was new to most urban
decision-makers and stakeholders. However,
while discussing Nordic urban sustainable development with Nordic mayors, city planners and
civil servants, it was clear that many had directly
or indirectly been working with similar goals for

at least a decade, and particularly with objectives
similar to the eleventh sustainable development
goal – SDG11. Much of this is of course due to a
previous systematic work with the Agenda 21 and
the Millenium Development Goals.
For this reason, our study was followed up
with a questionnaire about the cities’ current
position in relation to the SDG11 indicators. In
this way, we will in the future be able to follow
the development of the Nordic cities’ implementation of the 2030 Agenda. What is striking
is precisely that the Nordic experiences already
show clear links to the 2030 Agenda and the New
Urban Agenda, where the leadership, governance
and management fulfil their respective functions,
roles and responsabilities.
The Nordic examples show that goals, such as
SDG11 and its targets, can in their general formulation inspire the political leadership in creating their vision of sustainable urban development. Whether the leadership’s vision makes urban
development a reality, depends on the concrete
implementation oriented goals and targets the
political leadership sets up. These must be anchored among officials and stakeholders, and finally
lead the implementation in the city.
Most SDGs contain process oriented targets
which we think with advantage can be used as
guidelines for the local leadership in achieving
the urban agenda – being SDG11 or the New
Urban Agenda. They throw light on decisive
leadership aspects that contribute to goal fulfilment. We have chosen to make a broad interpretation of those process targets and these
have set the tone in the discussions we have held
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with political leaders in the Nordic cities. Crucial
to how successful the city has been in pursuing
sustainable urban development is whether it
has been successful in developing processes and
mechanisms for:
• supporting positive economic, social and environmental links between urban, peri-urban
and rural areas by strengthening national and
regional development planning
• adopting and implementing integrated policies
and plans towards sustainable urban development [our definition] at all levels
• supporting least developed areas [our definition], including through financial and technical
assistance183
The primary lesson learned from the Nordic
cities is that leadership must focus more on
consensus building than on giving orders. This
does not mean that leadership is less important
in the Nordic cities. Instead, resources and budget
plays a different role here, requiring that we shift
focus to systems for leadership, governance and
management. Platforms for sustainable development, for example, fulfil an important function
for sustainable urban policy by creating meeting
places and cooperation between different sectors, levels and actors.184 Lessons learned of how
Nordic cities work independently of resources,
is of particular value and must be used strategically, when seeking good examples for the local
implementation of the New Urban Agenda and
the 2030 Agenda.185

183
184
185

See further UN General Assembly. Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development: SDG 11 11.a,11.b,11.c. 2015.
Patrik Faming, Policy dialogue, 23 September 2015, Global Utmaning.
Inga Björk Klevby, Policy dialogue, 9 May 2016 and conclusions from Global Challenge Leadership for Sustainable Cities – An international Outlook, 2014.
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